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SUMMARY
The results of the first phase of the Mariut project are
presented in this paper. The Mariut project aims at assessing the
potentials of different agricultural systems for the purpose of
land evaluation and regional planning in the north western
coastal zone of Egypt. Optional land use systems are formulated
and their economic feasibility and impact on the
natural
resources are investigated. The results of such an investigation
may help planners to introduce or promote those systems, that
will lead to an optimal development of the region, without
endangering the sustained productivity of the area.
Three main agricultural activities are distinguished in the
region: fruit tree production, barley production and animal
husbandry, which comprises sheep and goat meat production.
The method used in this analysis is based on the Interactive
Multiple Goal Linear Programming technique (IMGLP technique).
This technique was executed by using a mathematical programming
package.
The input- output matrix for the IMGLP technique,
contains all existing and imaginable production techniques for
the region. The matrix consists of coefficients that relate each
of the columns (the activities) to each of the rows (constraints
or objective functions). Execution of the linear program means
finding the minimum combination in view of the goal specified and
the subject to the specified restrictions in terms of resource
availabilty. The matrix is defined for one year, so it is not
possible to simulate the dynamics of the region. The results of
only one of the five regions of the Mariut area, the Matruh
region, is presented in this paper.
The development path of the region depends on the interests
and aspirations of those who can influence the development
proces. Three interest groups have been defined in this study,
being the government, the local population and a 'tradionalist'
group. From the policy views of those three interest groups
eleven goals in terms of the linear programming model have been
defined.
For each of the interest groups several iteration cycles,
optimizing the relevant goals, have been performed. This resulted
in the formulation of the optimal solution for each of the policy
views. In the optimal solution the relevent goals could be
satisfied to a large extend. An attempt was made to find a
compromise for the three policy views. This leads to the
following conclusions for the development of the Matruh region:
- barley cultivation should be intensified
- fig production is preferred to olive cultivation
- keeping animals under intensive systems in feedlots should be
practised
- the interests of the government and the local population are
strongly conflicting with the interests of the traditionalist.
- increasing
the agricultural activities alone
offers
no
possibilities for settlement in the Matruh region.
The model is sensitive for fluctuating meat prices. Straw and
rangeland are the major constraints in the model.
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1. Introduction
1.1 General information
In this report the results of the first phase of the Mariut
project are presented. Execution of the project, a collaborative
effort of the University of Alexandria, Egypt and the Centre of
Agrobiological Reasearch (CABO), the Department of Theoretical
Production Ecology of the Agricultural University in Wageningen
and the Centre for World Food Studies (SOW) (Project proposal,
1981) started in 1985.
The Mariut project aims at assessing the potentials of
different agricultural systems for the purpose of land evaluation
and regional planning in the northwestern coastal zone of Egypt.
The Egyptian government has an interest in developing the
Mediterranean coastal desert region (Mariut) as part of a
national plan to release the population pressure on the old
fertile land of the Nile Delta and Valley and to contribute to
the food security of the country. Alternative land use systems
are formulated and their economic feasibility and impact on the
natural resources are investigated. The results of such an
investigation may help planners to introduce or promote those
systems, that will lead to an optimal development of the region,
without endangering the sustained productivity of the area.
The project can be divided into three parts:
1. Collection of data from field experiments, observations and
literature.
2. Analysis of the data, assessment of the production levels of
the various agricultural activities, partly through simulation
modelling (Van de Ven, 1986; Van Duivenbooden, 1987).
3. Formulation of relevant land use systems, and application of a
linear
programming technique to evaluate the
agricultural
potentials of the region and explore the feasible development
paths under various constraints or policy options.
The Mariut region is divided in 5 subregions; Burg el Arab,
Dabaa, Barrani, Matruh and Salloum. The Salloum region is not
included in the Mariut project. In this report only results for
the Matruh region are completely analysed. For the other three
regions the linear programming technique has not yet been
applied. The preliminary results were discussed during a workshop
in March 1987, in Burg el Arab (Van de Ven and van Keulen,
1987). On the basis of comments made during the workshop, the
analysis for the Matruh region was repeated and the results of
that exercise are presented in this report. A second phase of the
project might follow.
1.2

The method

The method used in this analysis is based on the Interactive
Multiple Goal Lineair Programming technique (IMGLP technique).
The MGLP technique was executed using a mathematical programming
package, named SCICONIC/VM (SCICON, 1983). To execute the program
an input file in standard MPS format is provided to the program.
3

The input file is the output of a matrix generator program.
SCICONIC reads the matrix from the input file and stores it
compactly_in binary format in the problem file. After executing
the program the results are stored in an output file. The details
of the program are not further elaborated, but reference is made
to the user guide (SCICON, 1983).
The main features of the linear programming technique are,
that a number of feasible 'activities' are defined, each yielding
certain 'outputs' and requiring certain 'inputs'. The activities
utilize resources that are available in limited quantities only,
and may therefore be constraining for the levels of intensity at
which activities can be executed. Subsequently, a goal or an
'objective function' is defined, which could be maximizing or
minimizing one of the in- or outputs. The linear programming
'matrix' consists thus of coefficients that relate each of the
columns (activities) to each of the rows (constraints). Execution
of the linear program now means finding the minimum combination
of activities in view of the goal specified and subject to the
specified restrictions in terms of resource availability (Van
Keulen et al, 1987; Geilleit, 1984).
The region can be developed in several directions. The
actual development path depends on the interests and aspirations
of those who can influence the development proces, and on the
effectiveness of the instruments that are available to exert that
influence. The goals and interests of these actors will very
often differ and they may even be conflicting. In the IMGLP
method such conflicting goals can be treated. For that purpose
the analysis is executed in a number of iteration cycles. This
proceeds as follows. In the first cycle, the lower bounds of all
goals that are considered, are set at their minimum values to
ascertain that feasible solutions are obtained that satisfy all
these m1n1mum requirements at the same time. Then each of the
goals is optimized on its own, with the lower bounds of the other
goals defined as constraints. On the basis of the results of the
first iteration round it may thus be concluded that for each of
the goals no better value can be obtained than calculated in this
iteration, and that it is not necessary to accept a value less
favourable than the minimum goal restrictions generated in this
cycle. The solution space is restricted in this way. Now, more
satisfactory solutions, from the point of view of the 'user', may
be obtained in subsequent iteration cycles by tightening one of
the goal restrictions and repeating the iteration cycle for the
other goals. The procedure is repeated until the user has
obtained a solution, where he can not further tighten any of the
m1n1mum goal restrictions, without sacrificing stated limits on
one or more of the other goals. Of course, users with different
interests and aspirations are bound to end up in different
corners of the feasible area.
The input-output matrix for the IMGLP technique, contains
'all' existing and imaginable production techniques for the
region. For all three branches of agriculture relevant for the
Matruh region several production techniques have been defined.
These include different yield levels and methods of cultivation
for crops and various intensity levels for animal husbandry. For
each production technique, inputs and outputs are quantified and
4

summarized in an input/ouput table. All relevant constraints in
the region are also quantified and in combination with economic
data, they form the basis for the multiple goal linear program.
1.3

The Mariut region and the defined production systems

The northwestern Coastal (Mariut) region is a narrow strip of
a width varying from 5 to 40 km, extending from 35 km west of
Alexandria
to
the Lybian border- a distance of
480
km
approximately. It is bounded to the north by the Mediterranean
sea and to the south by the Lybian Plateau.
The region has an arid Mediterranean climate. Rainfall is thus
low,
strictly seasonal, uneven in distribution and highly
variable in quantity and distribution from year to year. The
average amounts of rainfall range between 100 and 150 mm. The
harsh conditions resulting from low rainfall and high radiation
are modified,
however,
by the maritime influence on air
temperature and atmospheric humidity.
For the land resource of the region
five potentiality
classes are distinguished, to a large extent comparable to the
potentiality classes as defined by FAO (FAO, 1970a). The first
class contains the soil types that are suitable for all crops in
view of soil texture and thickness of the soil layer. However,
cultivation is only possible in the depressions because of water
limitations. The second class has a water table which is only
within reach of deep rooting crops, such as fruit trees. The
third class contains soil types that are suitable for barley
cultivation or grazing land only, because of the limited
soil
depth. The fourth class contains sandy soils at the foot of sand
dunes that are suitable for fig tree only, due to the sandy
texture of the soils. The fifth class contains all soil types not
suitable for cropping. The boundary of this area coincides with
the 75 mm rainfall line. For further details is referred to Van
de Ven (1987b).
Three main agricultural activities are distinguished in the
region: fruit production, barley production and animal husbandry.
Fruit production comprises cultivation of olive and fig trees,
species that are relatively well-suited for the prevailing
dryland conditions. Barley is by far the most important field
crop in the region, due to its relatively high drought tolerance.
Animal husbandry comprises sheep and goat meat production.
Additionally, donkeys are kept for transport and for animal
traction, required for agricultural activites. Cattle are kept on
a limited scale only, in the irrigated areas. Sheep and goats
graze the natural vegetation and the aftermath of the barley
fields. In summer they need supplementary feed to meet their
maintenance requirements.
The total number of production techniques defined is 39: 17
barley systems, 6 olive systems, 3 fig systems and 13 animal
husbandry systems. A full description of the systems is not given
in this report but can be found in earlier reports (Van
Duivenbooden, 1985, 1987; Van de Ven, 1986, 1987a,b). A list of
all production systems defined is given in Appendix 2.
All in- and outputs for the cropping systems are defined per
5

ha of cultivated land and for all animal husbandry systems per
ewe equivalent, except for the donkey system, which is defined
per head (Van Duivenbooden, 1987). The systems are defined in a
target-oriented way, i.e. the yield of the activity expressed per
ewe equivalent, head or per ha per year, is defined first and the
requirements to achieve those yields are derived subsequently.
The criteria for distinguishing the various barley systems
are:
1. The use of animal traction or mechanical traction.
2. The water regime, i.e. a 250, 300 or 450 mm water infiltration
annually.
3. Application of hand weeding or herbicides or no weeding at
all.
4. The use of a combine or selfbinder during harvesting.
Fruit tree production activities may be aimed at production
of olive oil, table olives and fresh and dried figs. The criteria
for distinguishing different olive cultivation systems are:
1. The use of animal traction or mechanical traction.
2. The water regime, i.e. a 250 mm infiltration annually or
application of irrigation.
3. The production of fresh olives or olive oil.
The criteria for distinguishing the different fig cultivation
systems are:
1. The use of animal traction or mechanical traction.
2. The production of fresh or dried figs.
The production systems for animal husbandry that are defined,
vary in their degree of intensity, ranging from semi-nomadic
grazing, to highly intensive systems with the animals in a
feedlot and high-quality supplements forming the main component
of the diet. There is one separate donkey production system and a
separate camel production system. Each of the other 11 animal
include both goat and sheep husbandry.
The matrix presented is defined for one year, so it is not
possible to simulate the dynamics of development for the region.
Time limits have prevented sofar the conversion into a multiperiod matrix. The matrix at this stage represents a steady state
and can be considered as the endpoint of a development path.
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The 250 mm water regime ( 250 mm imfiltration annually) ( Van
de Ven, 1987) prevails in the areas presently cultivated. Taking
into account the total water availability in the region, a total
cultivable area of 13510 ha is available, of which 800 ha is
suited for figs only. The area under fig trees in 1985 was
estimated at 760 ha and the area under olive trees at 2940 ha.
Hence, 9770 ha are potentially available for cultivating barley.
The grazeable area, i.e. the run-off supplying part of the
cultivable land is 32800 ha. The area of permanent rangeland is
322300 ha.
2.1 Present cultivation systems
The degree of mechanization in the region is limited. It was
estimated that in the Mariut region 86 tractors are available, 30
privately owned and 56 government property. During the workshop
in March 1987 it was suggested that the actual number of tractors
in the region is probably higher, maybe even double. The
estimates however, are very speculative, so in this study the
original figures have been retained. All tractors can be rented
and if more are required, as is the case in favourable rainfall
years with good barley yields, additional tractors can be rented
from outside the region.
The tractors are assumed to be
distributed over the four regions in proportion to the cultivable
area in the natural situation (i.e. 250 mm water regime). That
results in a total of 20 tractors for the Matruh region. The
lifespan of a tractor is estimated at seven years and its total
working time at about 9000 hours. Hence, available working time
is 1285 h yr-1 per tractor and 25700 h yr-1 for the whole region.
About 85% of this time is allocated to barley cultivation and the
remainder to olive production. This assumption is based on
personal impressions (Van de Ven, pers. comm.) obtained during
visits to the region, but it could be inaccurate. The use of
combines
in
rainfed agriculture has been
studied
under
experimental conditions, but is not a common practice in the
actual farm situation and is therefore not considered here.
A description of the defined systems is given in Appendix 2.
The inputs and outputs of the present cultivation systems are
given in Table 1. It shows that 750 ha of barley can be
cultivated using mechanized equipment. The labour requirement is
7
person-days ha-l and 29 tractor hours ha-l,
the seed
requirements are 60 kg ha-l, the yield is 650 kg grain and 2950
kg straw ha-l. This system corresponds with system B.M2NB in the
matrix. For the remaining 9020 ha cultivated with barley , animal
traction is used at a rate of 107 h ha-l. The differences between
this system, B.A2N, and the mechanized system are limited to the
higher labour requirements (26 person-days ha-l) and the absence
of capital costs and depreciation on machines.
Using the remaining 15% of the available mechanical capacity
in olive systems allows cultivation of 85 ha in that way.
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Both fresh olives and olive oil are produced in the region. In
the calculation of the regional balance it is assumed that only
fresh olives are produced,
because limited information is
available on the ratio between production of fresh olives and
olive oil and moreover, this assumption has little effect on the
regional balance. The labour requirements in this system (O.M2F)
are 83 person-days ha-l and tractor use is 47 h ha-l. The annual
costs of 391 LE ha-l are relatively high due to the expensive
packing
material needed.
The fertilizer requirements
are
estimated at 100 kg N ha-l and the yield at 2300 kg ha-l. It is
assumed that if mechanization is applied in olive orchards, also
improved management practices are applied, leading to higher
yields than in non-mechanized systems. Although this is not
necessarily true, it seems to be the case in the Mariut region.
The higher labour requirements in the mechanized system are due
to pruning and harvesting a heavier crop. For the other 2855 ha
of olive orchards, animal traction is used at a rate of 98 h hal. The annual costs are reduced to 191 LE ha-l yr-1, the Nfertilizer requirements to 80 kg ha-l yr-1 and the yield to 530
kg ha-l yr-1.
As the available mechanical capacity is now fully utilized,
fig
cultivation
uses animal traction
only.
The
labour
requirements for that system are 86 person-days yr-1 and 121
animal-hours ha-l yr-1. The annual costs are estimated at 160 LE
ha-l yr-1, the N-fertilizer requirements at 100 kg ha-l yr-1 and
the yield at 6000 kg fresh figs ha-l yr-1.
The present animal husbandry systems in the region for sheep
and goats are: AHCS, AHCFl and AHIFl, in a ratio of 7:2:1. The
systems differ in composition of the diet and production level.
For donkeys only one system, AHDON, is defined.
System AHCS requires 7.3 person-days EE-l yr-1. The annual
costs are estimated at 9.70 LE EE-l yr-1 and depreciation at 1.67
LE EE-l yr-1. For the diet of the animals it is assumed that the
concentrate requirements are 154 kg EE-l yr-1, and in addition
20.5 kg berseem, 9 kg vegetable residues and 100 kg straw EE-l
yr-1. Under this supplementation regime one ewe equivalent needs
1.5 ha yr-1 of rangeland for grazing. Meat production is 30.4 kg
EE-l yr-1 and 0.12 sheep hoggets and 0.05 goat hoggets EE-l yr-1
are produced. The weight of a fleece is 1.38 kg. Shearers, which
must be hired from outside the region, need an estimated 0.05 h
EE-l yr-1 for shearing. The manure, which is collected, is
estimated at 39.14 kg EE-l yr-1.
The production target for system AHCFl is identical to that
for the previous system. The manure production however is higher:
43.05 kg EE-l yr-1. The annual costs are the same as in system
AHCS, but depreciation is higher: 4.86 LE EE-l yr-1. Labour
requirements are 7.4 person-days EE-l yr-1 are. The annual feed
requirements per ewe equivalent are 159 kg concentrates, 21 kg
berseem and 9 kg vegetable waste and 1.83 ha rangeland for
grazing. In this system 85 kg straw EE-l yr-1 are used, which is
less than system AHCS.
The third system is an intensive system, which means that inand outputs per ewe equivalent are high. The labour requirements
are lower than in the previous systems due to feeding in feedlots
and less grazing: 2.5 person-days per EE yr-1, shearers need 0.12
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h EE-l yr-1 for shearing. The annual costs are estimated at
15.50 LE EE-l yr-1 and depreciation at 5.82 LE EE-l yr-1. Berseem
and vegetable waste, are not part of the animal diet, but 350 kg
of concentrates and 195 kg of straw EE-l yr-1 are used. Meat
production is 57 kg EE-l yr-1 and 0.29 sheep hoggets and 0.12
goat hoggets EE-l yr-1 are produced. Wool production is 1.54 kg
EE-l yr-1. The quantity of manure collected is 50.08 kg EE-l yr1.

A separate system for donkeys is defined. One donkey can
supply 1800 h of labour annually. The labour requirements
are
2.84 person-days head-1 yr-1, annual costs are 0.90 LE head-1,
and depreciation is 2.45 LE head-1. The feed requirements per
donkey are: 12 kg concentrates, 15 kg berseem, 4 kg vegetable
waste and 20 kg of straw.
2.2 Regional balance
The systems described in the preceeding section provide the
basis for analysis of the present agricultural sector. The
regional balance is given in Table 2. It is obtained by
multiplying all inputs and outputs of Table 1 by the areas or ewe
equivalents estimated to be presently involved in the various
systems. Intermediate products, produced in one system and used
in another, are excluded from Table 2.
The total labour requirements in the region are 7918 personyears. As the available labour in the region is 22000 personyears (Van de Ven, 1987b) the unemployment rate would be 64%,
which is extremely high. The calculation is based on the
assumption that one full-time labourer works 250 days a year and
that children and old people participate for 25 and 50%,
respectively. No difference in participation rate is assumed for
men and women. In the region, 9560 families live, that are
dependent on agriculture, so employment rate is lower than 1
person per family. As no recent information on the unemployment
rate is available it is not possible to judge whether this
percentage is realistic. Observations (FAO, 1970b) confirm that
there must be a large (hidden) unemployment. In 1989 the result
of a population census, held in 1986, may become available, but
until then the previous estimates will be used.
Shearers for the sheep have to be hired during 18816 persondays, total costs being 110.000 LE yr-1; All available tractor
hours are used and the depreciation costs are 63000 LE yr-1; The
depreciation costs for animal husbandry are 0.64 million LE yr-1.
A surplus of animal traction of 16 million h is produced, but
that does not contribute to regional income. In any case, animal
traction
is not constraining in the present
agricultural
production system.
The total annual costs for the region are 3.08 million LE.
The annual requirement of N-fertilizer is 313 ton, of which
185 ton N is covered by the collected manure. The rema~n~ng 128
ton N has to be imported. All imported fertilizer can be bought
at a subsidized price because the N-requirement (34.6 kg ha-l) is
lower than the maximum amount provided at subsidized prices (54
kg ha-l).
9

The number of sheep and goats present in the region is
estimated at 226700 EE. The number of donkeys is 9560 head, being
1 donkey per family. The herd itself does not contribute to the
income, but it is a means of production.
Concentrates have to be imported from outside the region at a
quantity of 33900 metric ton annually. The quantity actually
required is 39700 ton, but 5800 ton is covered by barley grain
produced in the region itself. The remaining 586 ton of grain
produced is used as seed for the following year. Hence, no grain
is sold outside the region. The prices of concentrates and seeds
are lower than the price of grain, if sold outside the region,
but it was observed that all grain produced in the region itself
was used first, before concentrates and seeds were bought.
Additionally, 4300 ton berseem hay and 1870 ton vegetable
residues are used as supplements, representing costs of 0.52 and
0.075 million LE yr-1, respectively.
The existing olive and fig orchards both produce 4600 ton of
fruit annually and contribute, 3.22 and 3.45 million LE yr-1
respectively to the regional consumptive income.
Animal husbandry is by far the most important agricultural
activity with respect to regional income. Meat production is
10180 ton and contributes 29.92 million LE yr-1. Meat production
includes the sale of hoggets. The hoggets are converted to
liveweight, by multiplying the number of sheep hoggets by 35 and
the number of goat hoggets by 23, their respective liveweights at
one year of age. The Mariut region has a fixed export quota,
which is distributed over it's four subregions according to
their flock size. The Matruh region has an export quota of 2.35
million kg of meat. In agricultural practise the maximum quota is
sold at the export market at a price of 4400 LE ton-1 and the
remainder is sold at the local market at a price of 2500 LE ton1.

The other output of animal husbandry is wool. Regional
production is 316 ton annually and contributes 0.14 million LE
yr-1 to consumptive income.
The balance shows a shortage of rangeland of 40037 ha, which
is 10% of the total required rangeland. This result is in
agreement with the observation that in average years
the
available rangeland cannot completely cover the feed requirements
of the animals and the herds move to the Barrani region. No
quantative data on these flock movements are available and it is
therefore assumed that those 40037 ha balance demand and supply.
The production per unit area of the natural vegetation in the
Barrani region is higher than in the Matruh region due to a
higher average rainfall. The shortage of rangeland can partly be
compensated by the surplus of 449 ton of straw ( representing
only 1.6% of the total straw production). This is, however, only
1.98 kg straw EE-l yr-1, while the average consumption per EE is
107 kg yr-1. No costs have been assigned to migration of the
stock; it will mainly require labour for herding. Depreciation
of hardware used in the present animal husbandry systems is
estimated at 0.64 million LE yr-1.
The balance of the Matruh region shows a consumptive income
of 28.34 million LE yr-1 for a work force of 7918 labourers,
hence an income of 3579 LE yr-1 per labourer is. This income
10

represents 238% of the wages paid to hired labourers, who earn
1500 LE yr-1, assuming 250 workdays per year at a daily wage of 6
LE. The average income per family is 2952 LE yr-1.
The balance discussed in this section seems a reasonable
representation of the region at the moment, even though the
accuracy of the estimates may be doubted in some cases. For a
more accurate description of the region, allowing a better
analysis, more information is required. However, the present
results are reasonable enough to inspire confidence that the
coefficients in the activity matrix are a fair representation of
the region and that the multiple goal linear programming exercise
yields meaningful results.
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Table la. Inputs and outputs of the present cropping systems for
the Matruh region. (- = output; + = input)
input/output

barley system
B.A2N
B.M2NB
ha
ha

labour (p-days)
26
animal traction (h) 107
tractor use (h)
seeds (kg)
60
annual costs (LE)
N-fertilizer (kg)
soil (ha)
1
grain (kg)
-650
straw (kg)
-2950
olives (kg)
figs (kg)

7
29
60
60
1
-650
-2950

olive system
O.A2F O.M2F
ha
ha
48
98

83

fig system
F3A3F
ha
86
121

47
191
80
1

391
100
1

-1530

-2300

160
100
1

-6000

----------------------------------------------------------------9020
2855
760
750
85

present area (ha)

Table lb. Inputs and outputs of the present animal
systems for the Matruh region. (- = output; + = input)
input/output

animal hubandry systems
AHCS
AHCFl
IFl
EE-l
EE-l
EE-l

husbandry

DON
head-1

----------------------------------------------------------------7.3
2.5
7.4
2.84

labour (p-days)
hired labour (p-days)
animal traction (h)
annual costs (LE)
depreciation (LE)
manure (kg)
concentrates (kg)
berseem (kg)
vegetable waste (kg)
straw (kg)
meat (kg)
sheep hoggets (head)
goat hoggets (head)
wool (kg)
range (ha)

0.08

0.08

9.7
1.67
-39.14
154
20.5
9
100
-33.5
-0.12
-0.05
-1.38
1.88

9.7
4.86
-43.05
159
21
9
85
-33.5
-0.12
-0.05
-1.38
1.83

0.011
15.5
5.82
-50.08
350
195
-57
-0.29
-0.12
-1.54
1.49

-1800
0.9
2.45
12
15
20

1.22

----------------------------------------------------------------158690
45340
22670
2.2*9560

total EWEQ (EE)
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Table 2. Regional balance for the agricultural sector
Matruh region. (- = output; + = input)
balance in
physical units

input/output
labour
hired labour
tractor use
animal traction
depreciation animal husbandry
annual costs
N-fertilizer
straw
ewe equivalents
concentrates
vegetable waste
berseem
olives
figs
meat
wool

7918
18816
25700
-16 *10E6

p-years
p-days
hours
hours

640 *10E3 LE
3.08 *10E6 LE
128 ton
-449 ton
226700
33900 ton
1870 ton
4300 ton
-4600 ton
-4600 ton
-10180 ton
-316 ton

6.0
2.44

1
1
450/300*

140/70*
40
120
700
750
4400/500*
450

*10E6 FLE

0.11
0.063

0.64
3.08
0.038

3.86
0.075
0.52
-3.22
-3.45
-29.92
-0.14

-28.34

= subsidized price
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the

balance in
price

---------

Consumptive income
*

in

3. POLICY VIEWS AND GOALS
The region can be developed in several directions. The actual
development path depends on the interests and aspirations of
those who can influence that process, and on the effectiveness of
the instruments that are available to exert that influence. In
reality the local population, policy makers at the regional or
national level, or special interest groups will be most closely
associated with attemps to influence the development of a region.
The goals and interests of these actors will very often differ
and may
be conflicting. The multiple goal linear programming
technique is a tool that can be used to explore the physical
possibilities of a region and to investigate the consequences of
pursuing various goals for a possible development of that region
(Van Keulen and de Wit, 1987). That tool has been applied to the
Mariut region,
where also various interest groups can be
envisaged. Three such groups have been defined in this study and
their policy views and aspirations treated explicitly.
From those three policy views eleven goal variables in terms
of the linear programming model have been derived. Some of these
goals may appeal to several interest groups at the same time, but
others may appeal to one group only. The eleven goals are
described
briefly and the associated interest groups
are
mentioned.
3.1 Policy views
3.1.1 The government
The government has several interests in the region. First of
all it aims at alleviating the population pressure in the Nile
Delta and the Nile Valley. The Mariut region could serve as a
resettlement area for farmers migrating from these densely
populated areas. A reasonably high population density of a
sedentary nature in the Mariut region would also serve as a
buffer against the pressure exerted by Lybia. Therefore, it is of
interest to the government to explore the possibilities for
increased settlement in the northwestern coastal zone in view of
its agricultural potentials. The income of these settlers should
be at a reasonable level.
Another important goal is a decrease of the export quota
granted to the region. Only the Bedouin in the Mariut region are
allowed an export quota. In 1978 an important market for meat
from the northwestern coastal zone disappeared due to closure of
the Lybian border. To compensate the local population for the
decrease in income, they were allowed to produce some meat for
the export market, but only in a limited quantity and for a
limited period of time. The government aims at a stable and
affordable price for basic consumer goods and one of the
consequences is that the price for meat produced for export is
much higher than that on the local market.
A further goal is to abolish or at least decrease the
subsidies on annual inputs, such as seed, chemical fertilizer and
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concentrates. The subsidy system as it functions at present in
Egypt, draws heavily on the national balance, a situation the
country can hardly afford. It is, however, beyond the scope of
this
project
to discuss the subsidy system
or
suggest
alternatives.
An additional goal formulated as part of a government policy
is to limit the area under fruit trees. The Land Act of 1964,
which aimed at sedentarization of the population, grants the
Bedouin
legal title to any plot of land planted to fruit trees.
Increase of the area under fruit trees therefore, decreases the
area of government-owned land, and is conflicting with the policy
of encouraging immigration of new settlers and allotting them a
reasonably sized plot of land.
3.1.2 The local population
The
local population is mainly interested in a
high
consumptive income, a purely economic goal. As a consequence, the
Bedouin aim at a free export market or at least at an export
quota as high as possible.
Another aim of the local population is full employment or a
decrease in the level of unemployment. The Bedouin are not
interested in more settlers, but would rather exploit the
potential of the region themselves.
A
third aspiration is an increase in the
level
of
mechanization in the area, which is very low at present.
Mechanization is a development followed with interest by the
Bedouin, probably partly because they consider it as a means to
increase their status. The capital costs involved are not a major
factor affecting this development, but they should not become too
high. The Bedouin are willing to sacrifice only a limited part of
their income on behalf of mechanization.
Two additional considerations with respect to the Bedouin are
taken into account, although they are not translated into actual
goal variables. A large herd contributes to the social status of
a Bedouin. In the model, not a maximum herd size is aimed for,
but a certain size should be attained. Therefore, and also to
conserve the breeding stock, a minimum herd size of 95580 EE,
i.e. 10 EE per family, has been defined. The other consideration
is, that the Bedouin want a minimum area under fruit trees to
obtain legal title to a plot of land. Hence, a minimum fruit tree
area of 960 ha, i.e. 0.1 ha per family, has been defined.
3.1.3 The traditionalist
Formulation of the goals and aspirations of a traditional
interest group in the region proved difficult, possibly as a
result of insufficient knowledge of the region and an incomplete
understanding
of
the
aspirations
of
a
traditionalist.
Nevertheless, an attempt has been made.
In the model, traditionalists in the region aim at preserving
nature or for some areas even restore the natural vegetation to a
condition it has presumably been in formerly. According to some
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reports the natural vegetation is at present in a degraded
condition due, among possible other reasons, to overgrazing and
firewood collection. It is not sensible to protect the region
completely from grazing, because that would lead to disappearance
of the subshrub vegetation (Van Duivenbooden,
1985).
The
traditionalist
will therefore have to define a minimum and a
maximum acceptable stocking rate for the region. But, as it is
not possible to formulate this aim in the LP in one goal
equation, it has been defined in two goals. The first goal is
that a maximum area of land should be used, either as rangeland
or as cultivated land. The other goal concerns a maximum use of
the rangeland, i.e. the dry matter produced by the rangeland must
as much as possible be used as feed for the herds.
The third goal is to maximize the area of traditional
systems, which are extensive systems (see 3.2-7).
In the Western situation, nature preservers would probably
formulate a minimum use of imported concentrates and fertilizer
as other goals in their policy view. But, because the use of
concentrates will enrich the soil at maximum only with a few kg N
ha-l yr-1, this goal is of no importance in the view of the
traditionalist in the Matruh region. And as there is only a
limited area for intensive barley cultivation and fruit tree
plantations
the use of fertilizer is not considered a relevant
goal for the Matruh region.
3.2 Goals
Eleven goal variables are derived from the policy views as
presented in the previous section.
1. Net income (NINC) which is maximized for the present local
population. The government is not directly interested in a
maximum, but a minimum level should be attainable to attract new
settlers to the region. The traditionalist has no specific goal
here, but as he wants to maintain a reasonably-sized population,
he should also consider some minimal value.
2. Development aid (AID) is a goal introduced to examine the
possibilities for stimulating development in the region by
supplying money free of charge for investment in capital goods.
In itself this is not a goal particular to any of the three
policy views, but it could be that some of the goals aimed at
cannot be achieved without external financing. The introduction
of development aid may increase the number of options for the
region, as technically feasible development paths need not be
blocked by financial constraints. In the model, aid can only be
expended on hardware and is not a direct income allowance. For
all policy views this goal is minimized.
3. Employment (EMPL) is maximized for the government policy
to explore the absorption capacity of the agricultural sector for
additional settlers. For the local population this goal has to
attain a certain minimum value to be satisfactory. Defining a
m1n1mum employment rate that is acceptable, also because the
actual employment rate is only 36%. Therefore this minimum value
is defined as a percentage of the maximum employment rate, as
calculated
in the first iteration round (see
4.1).
The
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traditonalist has no special aims with respect to the level of
employment.
4. Herd size (EWEQ) itself is not a goal in any of the three
policy views, but the local population aims at exceeding a
minimum value. That minimum is set at 10 EE per family. At
present 9560 families depend on agriculture economically,
hence a minimum aggregate herd size for the region is set at
95600 EE. In the model this condition has been imposed in all
three policy views. As explained above, the herd size should be
within certain limits in the traditionalist's view. The herd size
is not maximized or minimized directly for this policy view, but
the optimal number follows from maximization of goals number 10
and 11.
5. Export of meat (EXP) is minimized for the government
policy. For the local population export is maximized, because
prices for meat on the export market are higher than
on the
local market. As the traditionalist is not interested in a high
income it is assumed in this analysis that he is not interested
in this goal.
6. Area under traditional systems (TRAD) is a goal that
serves the traditionalist, who aims at maximizing it. The systems
which contribute to this goal are the barley systems without runoff collection and using animal traction, the natural shrub
vegetation on cultivable land, the husbandry of camels and
donkeys and the extensive animal husbandry systems AHEXR, AHEXS,
AHCR and AHCS. For the other two policy views no specific target
is defined for this goal.
7. Subsidies (SUBS) is a goal that serves the government,
who aims at minimizing subsidies on annual inputs. For the
traditionalist the level of subsidies is of no special interest
and the local population would presumably lobby for as high a
level as politically feasible.
8.
Mechanization (MECH) is a goal serving the
local
population, that aims at max1m1zing it and is prepared to
sacrifice a limited proportion of its income for that purpose.
For the other two policy views no special aims are formulated for
this goal.
9. The area under fruit trees (TREE) is a goal that is
maximized for the local population and minimized for realization
of the government policy. A minimum is set at 0.1 ha per family,
because it grants the population legal title to the plot. Taking
into account the 9560 families in the region at present, the
minimum aggregate area under fruit trees is set at 960 ha.
10. Use of available land (ULAN), this goal is maximized for
the traditionalist's policy view. It is of no direct interest for
the other two views. The maximum value is 373000 ha.
11. From the point of view of the traditionalist as much as
possible
of the edible biomass produced on the permanent
rangeland and the non-cultivated part of the arable land should
be used as feed for the herd (URAN). For the other policy views
this is of less importance.
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4. RESULTS
In each iteration round all the relevant goals are optimized.
If a goal is not optimized, it's bound automatically becomes a
constraint for optimization of the other goals. In the first
iteration round the bounds on all goal variables are set at a
non-limiting value to gain insight in the potentialities of the
region with respect to all defined goal variables and to keep all
options for development as open as possible. In subsequent
iteration rounds these bounds may then be tightened in accordance
with the policy view represented. Only the results for the
relevant goal variables for each policy view will be presented.
4.1 The first iteration round
The results of the first iteration round are presented in
Table 3. As the present matrix refers to one year only, all
values in Table 3 and the subsequent tables represent annual
totals. The first column represents the goal variable that is
optimized and the type of optimization, i.e. whether it is
maximized or minimized. In each row the values of the goal
variable optimized and of all other goal variables, in each case
acting as constraints, are given. The latter values are a result
of the calculations and should satisfy the defined boundaries,
but they do not necessarily represent a highest or lowest
possible value. Often, the optimum value of a goal variable can
be achieved by various combinations of activities (agricultural
systems) and constraints. In that case a solution is not unique.
The solution chosen depends on the pathway followed by the
optimization algorithm. The optimum value, however, is the same
for all solutions.
The last row of Table 3 represents the value of the bounds on
each of the goal variables in the first iteration round. In each
iteration round these bounds have a constant value and the
relevant goals are optimized. Subsequently, new bounds are set
and a next iteration round is started. In this way, the bounds
can gradually be tightened and the solution is 'guided' into the
'solution corner' which is satisfactory for the user.
As shown in Table 3, the only conditions that have to be
satisfied in this first iteration round, are a minimum area under
fruit trees of 960 ha and a minumum herd size of 95600 EE. The
maximum value of the goal ULAN is 373000 ha, i.e. the total area
of the Matruh region. The other bounds are never constraining.
The maximum consumptive income that can be achieved in the
Matruh region is 66.4 million LE. The available rangeland area is
constraining regional income,
because all animal husbandry
systems but one, AHIF2, require rangeland. Expansion of AHIF2 is
constrained by the availability of straw. If straw could be
imported from outside the region or if it could be substituted by
other feeds, total herd size in the region could be expanded
without requiring more rangeland through expansion of system
AHIF2. That would increase consumptive income as well.
To
achieve the maximum income of 66.4 million LE a development aid
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of 1.23 million LE is required. The systems
chosen are the
production of dried figs using mechanical traction on soil types
1, 2 and 4. The income from dried figs in LE ha-l is the same as
from fresh figs, but as the annual costs are lower for dried
figs, it is a more attractive acivity in terms of net income. On
soil type 3 barley is cultivated using animal traction, without
run-off collection.
Maximum employment in the region is 14400 person-years, i.e.
only
65% of the available labour force, but compared to the
present situation employment can increase by 82%. Soil type 1 is
planted to olive trees, using system 01M2F. From the systems with
a natural water regime of 250 mm on soil type 1, this is the most
labour intensive system. However, the difference in labour
requirement between 01M2F and 01M20 on soil type 1 is not very
large. Soil types 2 and 4 are used for fresh fig production,
under
system F.M3F.
However,
the differences in
labour
requirement among some of the fruit tree systems on soil types 2
and 4 are small and not significant. In the sensitivity analysis
the effects of small changes in labour requirements are further
investigated (see chapter 5). Soil type 3 is used for barley
cultivation, applying the systems B3A3H and B3A4H. Employment is
constrained by the total area. The only activity that does not
require land is AHIF2, but that system needs straw, and straw can
only be produced in the region itself, and cannot be bought from
outside.
Herd size reaches a maximum of 290000 EE. That would imply an
expansion of the present herd with 63300 (28%), all sustained by
the Matruh region, as rangeland possibly available in other
regions is not taken into account. Soil types 1 and 3 are used
for barley production under system B.M2NB. The straw produced in
those systems is used in the animal husbandry systems AHCF4 and
AHIF3. Soil types 2 and 4 are used for fresh fig production in
system F.M3F.
The maximum area under traditional systems is 475000 ha,
which is more than the available area of the region. The cause of
this apparent contradiction is that also the systems N.SHRB are
considered as traditional systems. When maximizing TRAD those
shrublands
are used as grazing area for
the
extensive,
traditional animal husbandry systems which contribute also to the
goal TRAD.
The minimum amount of subsidies calculated is zero, hence it
is possible to withdraw all subsidies. Completely abolishing the
subsidies will not be the main goal in any of the policy views
and if one or more of the bounds on the other goal variables are
tightened a more realistic solution will be achieved.
The maximum use of tractors calculated is 456000 h, i.e. a
mechanization level comprising 355 tractors in the region. At the
moment the region contains only 20 tractors, hence that offers a
wide scope for expansion (see 2.1).
The maximum amount of meat that can be exported is 15.6
million kg, nearly seven times the presently allowed quota. The
consumptive income in this case is high compared to the other
runs, as export brings in a considerable amount of money.
The maximum area under fruit trees calculated is 4040 ha, which
is the maximum area suitable for planting trees.
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All the land that is available can be used for agriculture,
and all the rangeland production can be used by the animal
husbandry in the region.
Only six of the seventeen barley systems are selected in the
first round. The use of a combine is never chosen because labour
is never a limiting factor and because it does not contribute to
the goal mechanization.
All fig production systems are selected one or more times in
the first round, but only four of the six olive production
systems are selected.
Table 3 thus represents for each of the goal variables the
maximum attainable and the minimum acceptable value.

Table 3.
goals.
NINC
10E6
LE
NINC
(max)
AID
(min)
EMPL
(max)
EWEQ
(max)
TRAD
(max)
SUBS
(min)
MECH
(max)
EXP
(max)
TREE
(max)
ULAN
(max)
URAN
(max)

66.4
6.7

Results

of the first iteration round for

eleven

AID

EMPL

EWEQ

TRAD

SUBS

EXP

TREE

ULAN URAN

MECH

10E4
LE

10E3
p-yr

10E3
EE

10E3
ha

10E3
LE

10E6 10E2
kg
ha

10E3 10E3
ha ha

10E3
h

123

5.2

204.6

275

520

373"

973

95.6' 279

8

0'

355

0'

20

0'

6.9

20.4

0' 14.4

192.5

21.8

0'

6.9

290.0

8.7

144.5

12.4

all

40

395
0'

373"

0"

173

0'

9.6' 373"

0"

395

0"

0'

0'

0'

9.6' 259

0"

0'

0"

456

0 11

395

0"

8

12.9

0'

8.3

95.6'

59.9

0'

3.7

12.3

0'

10.0

0'

0

0'

40

0'

258

8

7.6

95.6' 270

33

0'

40.4

267

7.2

95.6' 314

13

0'

10.6

373" -52.6

2.9

161

627

0'

10.6

373"

175

96

15.6

40.4

225

0

0'

9.6' 373"

95.6' 279

BOUND
min
max
99.9

40.4

0"

0'

6. 9

96

9. 6' 259

0"

0'

0'

20.0

31.4

475

6.6

230.9

13.0

9.6

0

990

minimum bound

= maximum bound
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4.2 The government
Starting from the results of the first iteration round, the
policy view of the government is examined first. The main goal of
the government is to promote settlement in the region. At
present, the number of agricultural labourers in the region is
22000 and the maximum employment possible is 14400 person-years.
The region thus offers no possibilities for increased settlement,
on
the contrary,
a large effort is needed to
decrease
unemployment. Thus the promotion of agricultural settlement is
not a realistic aim under the defined agricultural systems.
The results of the iterations serving the government are
presented in Table 4. In every round all relevant goals are
optimized,
but the results for a specific goal are only
summarized in the table if the optimal value has changed.
Iteration round 2 is the first round exploring the policy
view of the government. A lower bound for employment is set at
14000 person-years, its maximum. The goals AID, SUBS, EXP and
TREE are optimized. The goals AID, SUBS, and EXP reach their
optimal value in this round. The goal TREE cannot be optimally
realized, its minimal value being 4030 ha. The maximum income
decreases to 40.16 million LE, which represents an average income
of 2790 LE yr-1 per full time labourer. To achieve a smaller area
planted to fruit trees, the minimum bound for employment must be
lowered, and is therefore set in the next round at 80% of its
maximum.
The results of iteration round 3 show an increase at the
maximum income compared to the previous round. To reach that
income more mechanized systems are chosen. In round 3 on soil
types 1, 2 and 4 only dried figs are produced, whereas in round 2
on soil type 1 olive production was the main activity. Olive
system O.M2F is chosen in round 2 because it demands more labour
but it contributes less to the income than system F.M3D. In the
solution for round 3 more ewe equivalents are maintained in
intensive animal husbandry systems. The goal TREE can now be
fully optimized, and reaches its minimum value of 960 ha. The
other goals had already reached their optimal value and loosening
the bound on employment does not influence their optimal value.
The associated income in those optimizations is rather low.
Therefore a minimum bound of 15.0 million LE is set for the next
round.
The minimum bound for NINC did not act as a constraint for
the other goals. In iteration round 5 the use of development aid
is not allowed.
The maximum attainable NINC decreases with the amount of
development aid as reached in the previous round, to 56.3 million
LE because depreciation is not paid from development aid but
from consumptive income. All the other relevant goals can reach
their optimal value also without development aid.
In round 6 export is fixed at zero. This limitation is only
acting as a constraint when optimizing NINC because export was
already zero in the optimization rounds for the other goals.
Maximum income is now decreasing with 19.9 million LE because all
meat has to be sold at the local market where the price is lower
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(the loss is (4.4-2.5) LE * 10.5 million kg meat = 19.9 million
LE ).
In the next round no subsidies are allowed. Then maximum
income decreases with the amount of susidies given in the
previous round. For the other optimizations only small changes in
the systems chosen occur, in order to reach the minimum bound for
NINC.
In round 8 the area planted to fruit trees is fixed at its
lower boundary. Then all the relevant goals, except NINC and
EMPL, are fixed on their optimum. Maximum income decreases with
the large sum of 9.7*10E6 LE. This is due to a change in
activities; The dried fig production with a high profit decreases
and is replaced by the less profitable activity of producing
barley as feed for animal husbandry, whose products can only be
sold at the local market. Maximum employment is decreasing to
13972 p-years.
As a low unemployment rate is an important goal for the
government, the minimum bound for employment is increased to its
maximum of the last round, i.e 13972 p-years. As a consequence,
NINC is decreasing further to 22.2 million LE, due to a lower
output of animal hubandry products, because a shift occurs to
extensive labour demanding systems. The maximum average income
per full time labourer is now 1589 LE, i.e 2322 LE per family.
In this situation the export, subsidies and development aid are
all zero and the area under fruit trees is at its minimum. Only
if these goals are completely realized, income is far below its
maximum and there is 6% less employment than maximally possible.
In the following rounds the effects of slightly loosening the
bounds for EXP, TREE, AID and SUBS are investigated.
When, in round 10, an export of 2.35 million kg, i.e. the
quota of the region in 1985, is allowed NINC can increase to 26.7
million LE.
If also a development aid of 1 million LE is allowed, only
0.7 million LEis used and NINC is increasing with that amount.
In round 12, where the area under fruit trees is allowed to
increase to 1500 ha, maximum income increases with 2.7 million
LE, to 30.1 million LE.
When finally, in round 13, a subsidy of 0.02 million LE is
allowed only a subsidy of 0.007 million LE is used in the
solution.
In Table 8 the regional balance of the optimal solutions for
the government policy view, i.e. that of round 9, is given. The
results are discussed in section 4.5. This solution is chosen
because employment is nearly at its maximum and the average
income per full time labourer is above the wage of hired labour.
The other relevant goals are all realized at their maximum
value.
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Table 4. The results* of optimization for the government as
interest group.

-----------------------------------------------------------------

MINIMUM OR
MAXIMUM
BOUNDS

NINC
10E6
LE

AID
10E4
LE

EMPL
10E3
kg

SUBS
10E3
LE

EXP
10E6
kg

TREE
10E2
ha

-----------------------------------------------------------------

round 2
EMPL>14.4
TREE>9.6

NINC
AID
EMPL
SUBS
EXP
TREE

40.2
34.2
23.7
34.2
38.4
34.2

95.8
0'
95.9
0'
0'
0,

14.4'
14.4'
14.4'
14.4'
14.4'
14.4'

458
371
433
0'
225
37

NINC
TREE

57.3
18.7

NINC

56.3

8.3
6.5
0'
0'
0'
0'

40.3
40.4"
40.4"
40.4"
40.4"
40.3

95.5
0'

11.5'
11.5'

525
66

10.5
3.1

31.4
9. 6,

0=

11.5'

525

10.5

31.4

-----------------------------------------------------------------

round 3
EMPL>11.5
TREE>9.6
ROUND 4
EMPL>11.5
TREE>9.6
NINC>15.0
round 5
EMPL>11.5
TREE>9.6
NINC>15.0
AID=O
round 6
EMPL>11.5
TREE>9.6
NINC>15.0
AID=O
EXP=O

NINC

36.5

0=

11.5 t

482

0=

NINC
EMPL

26.8
20.2

0=
0=

11.5'
14.0

0=
0=

0=
0=

31.4

round 7
EMPL>11.5
TREE>9.6
NINC>15.0
AID=O
EXP=O
SUBS=O
round 8
EMPL>11.5
TREE=9.6
NINC>15.0
AID=O
EXP=O
SUBS=O
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9.6=
9.6=

Table 4, continued
NINC
10E6
LE

AID
10E4
LE

EMPL
10E3
kg

SUBS
10E3
LE

NINC
EMPL
AID
SUBS
EXP
TREE

22.2
15.0'
15.0'
19.7
15.0'
15.0'

0=
0=
0=
0=
0=
0=

14.0'
14.0
14.0'
14.0'
14.0'
14.0'

0=
0=
0=
0=
0=
0=

0=
0=
0=
0=
0=
0=

9.6=
9.6=
9.6=
9.6=
9.6=
9.6=

NINC

26.7

0=

14.0'

0=

2.35"

9.6=

NINC

27.4

73.9

14.0'

0=

2.35"

9.6"

NINC
EMPL

30.1
20.0'

73.9
0=

14.0'
14.1

MINIMUM OR
MAXIMUM
BOUNDS

EXP
10E6
kg

TREE
10E2
ha

---------------------------------------------------------------9

optimal round
EMPL>13.97
TREE=9.6
NINC>15.0
AID=O
EXP=O
SUBS=O
round 10
EMPL>13.97
TREE=9.6
NINC>20.0
AID=O
EXP<=2.35
SUBS=O
round 11
EMPL>13.97
TREE=9.6
NINC>20.0
AID<100
EXP<=2.35
SUBS=O
round 12
EMPL>13.97
TREE<15.0
NINC>20.0
AID<100
EXP<=2.35
SUBS=O

0=
0=

2.35"
2.35

15.0
15.0

round 13
EMPL>13.97
TREE<15.0
NINC>20.0
AID<100
EXP<=2.35
SUBS=20

*
A relevant goal is only summarized if its optimal value is
different from the value in the preceeding round, except for the
optimal round.
** : more than the minimum but due to rounding not visible
= fixed bound
' = minimum bound
" = maximum bound
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4.3 The local population
The second policy view discussed here is that of the local
population, which has other priorities than the government. First
of all, they are interested in a high consumptive income, but
under the condition that unemployment is limited. Mechanization,
export and the area under trees are goals to be maximized. The
results of the succesive iteration rounds are summarized in Table
5. For each round goal values are only presented if new bounds
for a goal variable are formulated and if that causes the optimal
solution for other goal variables to change.
In the first iteration round the minimum bound for employment
is fixed at 14000 person-years, to keep unemployment at a
maxima of
minimum. The lower bound on employment causes the
consumptive income, mechanization and export to decrease to 48.7
million LE, 300*10E3 hours and 10.1 million kg meat, respectively
( Table 5). The area under fruit trees can still reach its
optimum of 4040 ha.
In round 3 the minimum bound for employment is set 12960
person-years, 90% of its maximum, to create some more space for
other solutions. Now mechanization can reach its maximum and NINC
and EXP are at 79 and 72% of their maximum, respectively.
Introducing a mimimum bound of 7.5 million kg meat for export
in round 4, does not affect the results of the relevant goals.
In round 5, the minimum area under fruit trees is fixed at
4030 ha, nearly its maximum. As a consequence, consumptive income
and export decrease to 45.1 million LE and 9.6 million kg meat,
respectively.
Setting a minimum bound of 365000 h for mechanization, i.e.
80% of its maximum, decreases employment, consumptive income and
export to 13700 person-years, 42.5 milion LE and 9.2 million kg
meat, respectively.
In round 7, the minimum bound for export is increased to 9
million kg of meat. As a consequence maximum employment decreases
to 13200 person-years because more intensive (less grazing, more
feedlot feeding), less labour requiring systems have to be chosen
to reach this meat production.
To keep income at a reasonable level, a minimum level for
NINC is set at 35 million LE for round 8. This does not affect
any of the relevant goals. Most of the goals are now satisfied at
a high level and the bounds can only be tightened with small
increments
In the next two rounds it is investigated to what extent the
minimum bounds can be incremented: Mechanization can increase to
400*10E3 at the expense of 0.5 million LE of consumptive income,
and a loss of employment of 100 p-years (round 9). It is possible
to increase the minimum bound for NINC to 40 million LE without
affecting the
goals relevant for the local population (round
10).
The solution which is selected as the best solution for the
policy view of the local population, is round 8, maximizing NINC.
This solution is chosen because the main goals, employment and
income, are negatively affected when increasing the m~n~mum
bounds for the other relevant goals, which are already at a
reasonable level. Summarizing the results of round 8: the area
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under fruit trees nearly equals its maximum, export can be
realized at 58% of the absolute maximum calculated in round 1,
mechanization at 88% and
employment at 90%,
implying an
unemployment rate of 41%. The regional consumptive income is 42.5
million LE, and the average consumptive income per family is 4445
LE, i.e. 3269 LEper fulltime labourer.

Table 5. The results* of optimization for
interest group.
NINe
10E6

MINIMUM OR
MAXIMUM
BOUNDS

EMPL
10E3

MEeH
10E3

the

population
EXP
10E6

as

TREE
10E2

-----------------------------------------------------------------

round 2
EMPL>14
TREE>9.6

NINe
EMPL
MEeH
EXP
TREE

48.7
23.4
20.8
42.0
20.6

14.0'
14.4
14.0'
14.0'
14.0'

97
173
300
33
47

8.4
0'
0,
10.1
0'

31.4
40.4 11
40.4 11
10.6
40.4"

NINe
MEeH
EXP

52.1
21.1
44.5

13.0'
13.0'
13.0'

973
456
33

9.2
11.2

31.4
40.4"
10.6

round 5
EMPL>12.96
TREE>40.3
EXP >7.5

NINe
EXP

45.1
42.3

13.0'
13.0'

172
172

9.4
9.6

40.3'
40.3'

round 6
EMPL>12.96
TREE>40.3
EXP >7.5
MEeH>365

NINe
EMPL
EXP

42.5
34.9
38.6

13.0'
13.7
13.0'

365'
365'
365'

9.1
7.5
9.2

40.3'
40.3'
40.3'

EMPL

38.4

13.2

365'

9.0'

40.3'

round 3
EMPL>12.96
TREE>9.6

0'

ROUND 4
EMPL>12.96
TREE>9.6
EXP >7.5

round 7
EMPL>12.96
TREE>40.3
EXP >9.0
MEeH>365
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Table 5, continued

-----------------------------------------------------------------

optimal round 8
EMPL>12.96 NINC
EMPL
TREE>40.3
MECH
EXP >9.0
MECH>365
EXP
NINC>35.0
TREE
MINIMUM OR
MAXIMUM
BOUNDS
round 9
EMPL>12.96
TREE>40.3
EXP >9.0
MECH>400
NINC>35.0

NINC
EMPL

42.5
35.0'
35.0'
35.0'
35.0'

13.0 9
13.2
13.0'
13.0'
13.0'

365'
365'
456
365'
365'

9.1
9.0'
9.0'
9.2
9.0'

NINC
10E6

EMPL
10E3

MECH
10E3

EXP
10E6

42.0
37.6

13.0'
13.1

400'
400'

9.1
9.0'

40.3'
40.3'
40.3'
40.3'
40.4"
TREE
10E2

40.3'
40.3'

round 10
EMPL>12.96
TREE>40.3
EXP >9.0
MECH>400
NINC>40.0

*
A relevant goal is only summarized if its optimal value is
different from the value in the preceeding round, except for the
optimal round.
minimum bound
maximum bound
fixed bound
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4.4 The traditionalist
In the iterations performed to select the optimal solution
for the traditionalist, the three goals TRAD, ULAN and URAN are
maximized, as explained in paragraph 3.1c. When maximizing those
goals, employment and consumptive income should be considered
too,
because
those
two
characteristics
determine
the
feasibilities for realization of the traditionalist's policy.
In most situations where more groups or op1n1ons are involved,
the solution of a problem is a compromise, and as consumptive
income and employment are the main objectives in the views of the
population and the goverment, they are regarded here as well.
In case of the local population and the government it was first
tried to achieve the goals of those groups as fully as possible
without considering the interests of the other groups. Another
way to keep this analysis realistic would have been to introduce
minimum values for regional consumptive income and employment in
the first round as was done for the fruit tree area and the herd
size.
The results are summarized in Table 6.
In the first iteration round a total of 38000 ha under
traditional systems, i.e. 80% of its maximum, is introduced as
the lower bound. As a result the maximum income decreases to 59.3
million LE from 66.4 LE in the unconstrained situation.
In the next round all the rangeland products produced in the
region should be used in the animal husbandry systems and all the
land should be occupied, i.e. URAN=O, ULAN=373700 ha. With these
two additional bounds TRAD can still reach its optimum.
In the fourth round the minimum bound for TRAD is increased
to 427500 ha. The maximum income decreases to 47.7 million LE,
because the output of animal husbandry decreases due to the
selection of less intensive systems.
In round 5 TRAD is fixed on the maximum as obtained in
iteration round 2. Then NINC and EMPL are decreasing to 27.2
million LE and 10999 p-years, respectively. As the three relevant
goal variables for the traditionalist are at their maximum value,
it is investigated to what level the minimum bounds for EMPL and
NINC can be set without affecting the optimal values of TRAD,
ULAN and URAN.
In round 6 the minimum bounds for NINC and EMPL are fixed at
19.2 million LE, i.e. 2000 LE per family, and 10000 p-years,
respectively. As a consequence, maximum income decreases to 22
million LE because there is a change in selected animal husbandry
system: The more extensive and labour-demanding system AHEXR is
now the most prevalent system instead of AHCR that dominated in
the previous round. The other relevant goals can reach their
optimal value.
In Table 8 the inputs and outputs of the regional balance for
the
selected solution of maximizing NINC in round 6
is
summarized.
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Table 6. The results* of optimization for the traditionalist
interest group.
NINC
10E6

MINIMUM OR
MAXIMUM
BOUNDS

EMPL
10E3

TRAD
10E3

ULAN
10E3

as

URAN
10E3

-----------------------------------------------------------------

round 2
TRAD>380

NINC
EMPL
ULAN
URAN
TRAD

59.3
36.1
14.1
31.5
16.6

5.7
14.4
8.5
9.7
10.8

380'
389'
380
380'
475"

373.7n
373.7"
373.7n
373.7n
373.5

on
on
on
0"
on

round 4
TRAD>427.5
ULAN=373.7
URAN=O

NINC
EMPL

47.7
23.9

5.3
13.8

427.5' 373.7=
427.5' 373.7=

0=
0=

round 5
TRAD=475
ULAN=373.7
URAN=O

NINC
EMPL

27.2
19.3

4.2
11.0

475=
475=

373.7=
373.7=

0=
0=

22.0
19.2'
19.2'
19.2'
19.2'

10.0'
11.0
10.9
10.0'
10.0'

475=
475=
475=
475=
475=

373.7=
373.7=
373.7=
373.7=
373.7=

0=
0=
0=
0=
0=

round 3
TRAD>380
ULAN=373.7
URAN=O

optimum round 6
NINC
TRAD=475
EMPL
ULAN=373.7
URAN=O
TRAD
NINC>19.2
ULAN
EMPL>10000
URAN

*
A relevant goal is only summarized if its optimum value is
different from the value in the preceeding round, except for the
optimum round.
minimum bound
maximum bound
fixed bound
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4.5 Comparison of the selected systems for the three policy views
and the present situation.
In Table 7 the selected agricultural systems, the results of
the optimization for each of the goals and some of the sale and
purchase activities are summarized for the final iterations of
the various policy views.
In this section the selected systems for the three policy
views are discussed and the reasons for the choices made, are
explained.

4.5.1. The cropping activities
In total 8 of the 26 cropping systems are selected. This
limited choice is partly due to the common interest for a
reasonable income and employment.
With respect to the selection of the systems, some general
remarks can be made:
- Only one olive system is selected.
- Only one fig production system is selected, producing dried
figs, using mechanical traction. No fresh figs are produced as
dried figs are more profitable.
- All three interest groups want to reduce the area presently
cultivated with barley.
- A combine is never used, because labour is never constraining
and its use does not serve any of the defined goals.
- Increase in employment is possible under all three policy
views.
Soil class 1, suitable for all crops, is used for barley
cultivation in the government policy option, to have as much
roughage for the herd as possible (straw, because grain is not a
constraint, as it can be bought on the market).
In that policy view the systems using animal traction and
hand weeding are preferred for reasons of employment. Animal
traction and hand weeding are practiced because this demands much
labour. The development path selected by the local population
leads to planting of nearly the complete area to olive trees for
fresh olive production,
using mechanical
traction.
Olive
production is preferred to fig production because it demands more
labour. This is caused to the higher tree density of the olive
plantations, due to a smaller run-off area for the olive system
because olive trees need less water than fig trees (250 versus
300 mm water). Mechanical traction is used for fruit tree
cultivation because the depreciation on the tractors can be paid
from development aid and because the local population aims at a
high degree of mechanization. The traditionalist uses only 49 ha
of soil type 1 for cropping activities. On this area dried figs
are produced, using mechanical traction, as that system gives the
highest return per ha. Barley production doesn't give such a high
return as only grain can be sold. It contributes to the
consumptive income in an indirect way if straw is needed for
animal husbandry systems. But in the traditionalist's view all
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ewe equivalents are produced in very extensive systems, not using
much straw, so barley cultivation is not selected in the
traditionalist view.
In all three policy views, soil type 2 is used for dried fig
production. That is the most profitable fruit tree system.
In
the view of the government only 960 of the 1060 ha of soil types
2 and 4 are used. Those soil types can only be planted to fruit
trees and as one of the aims of the government is to keep the
area of trees to a minimum, 960 ha, the remaining 100 ha are not
used.
The traditionalist does not use soil type 3 for cropping, but
uses it for grazing the natural vegetation. The other two
interest groups use soil type 3 for barley production. In the
government view only animal traction is used, whereas in the
population view also mechanized systems are selected.
Soil type 4 is only suited for fig trees and is used to its
maximum by all three interest groups.
Some general remarks can be made when comparing the situation
of the reference year 1985 with the systems selected in this
analysis for the various policy views:
- The total area of barley systems is lower in the tree scenarios
than in the present situation. The amount of grain and straw
produced is however higher in the scenario advocated by the
government and the local population, because
more intensive
barley systems are used.
- Olive production is slightly higher in the solution of the
population view than at present, but following the policy of the
traditionalist and the government olive production is absent. The
area planted to fig trees is higher in all policy views than in
the reference year. This interest in fig production is due to the
high profit of dried fig production, a system not practiced at
present.
- Mechanization should increase in the view of the government and
that of the local population. In view of the traditionalist
mechanization should decrease to only 34 *10E3 h.
- The use of N-fertilizer would increase if the policy view of
the local population was implemented. In the government view
nitrogen requirements can be covered by manure collection.
Implementation of the traditionalist policy view requires some Nfertilizer, because manure production is low. P-fertilizer is
only neccessary if the government policy would be implemented and
is than used for barley production under the 450 mm water regime.
4.5.2 Animal husbandry
Six of the thirteen animal husbandry systems defined, are
selected. Only the selected donkey system is also practised in
the reference year 1985. The most extensive system, AHEXR, using
only rangeland as a source for animal feed, is only selected by
the traditionalist. The most intensive system, AHIF3, in which
herding is absent, is selected in the government and the
population view because of its
contribution to
consumptive
income. It is the only way to achieve a higher income without
using land. The only constraint for selecting this system is the
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requirement for straw, which must be produced in the region.
Systems AHEXS and AHCS, which are also traditional systems (as
the
selected
system AHEXR),
are not
selected
by
the
traditionalist. These systems require straw, which has to be
produced in barley systems. Two traditional barley systems have
been defined, B1A2N and B3A2N, which require animal traction.
Animal traction is only available if donkeys are kept. The donkey
system is also a traditional system but it does not contribute
directly to regional consumptive income. That is ultimately the
reason that the systems AHEXS and AHCS are not selected. System
AHCR, not requiring any straw, is selected to meet the minimum
bound of income, as the contribution to regional income per EE is
higher than for system AHEXR. In the policy scenario of the
government and population system AHEXS is selected predominantly.
The reason for this selection is the high labour input required
for this system. System AHEXS is preferred to system AHEXR, which
has the same labour demands and produces the same output per EE,
but requires slightly less rangeland per EE, so that more EE can
be kept on the available rangeland.
The number of donkeys kept depends on the need for animal
traction, because animal traction is the only output of the
donkey system. (In other words; in this analysis the supply of
animal traction is the only reason for selecting donkey systems).
In the present situation a surplus of animal traction exists
because it was estimated that each family kept one donkey.
However, the donkeys are also used for transport an activity not
included in the matrix.
Compared with the present situation, the small total ruminant
population is increasing by 6% for the government view. The
government aims at a high animal density as animal husbandry is
the main source of income in their view, because the area of
fruit trees must be kept at a minimum. In the view of the local
population animal density should be approximately the same
(+0.6%) as in the present situation. In the view of the
traditionalist only a limited number of animals should be kept,
just enough to use all the rangeland production. This number must
be higher than the present number to meet the minimum bounds of
consumptive income and employment.
In Table 8 the regional balance in LE
for the optimal
solution for the three policy views and the present situation is
given.
As a result of the selected animal husbandry systems import
of concentrates, berseem and vegetable waste is low for the
traditionalist. In the government and local population policy
sceneries the import of supplementary feed is nearly identical,
with the difference that in the local population view supplements
should be purchased as much as possible at a subsidized price.
The quantity of meat, figs and wool sold is approximately the
same for the government view as for the local population view,
but the contribution to consumptive income is much higher in the
local population view because more meat is sold for export and
the export prices are much higher than the prices on the local
market.
The total amount of meat produced under the three policy
views is lower than in the present situation, while the number of
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animals is higher for the government and identical for population
view. So, in these two policy views the animal husbandry systems
are less intensive on average. In the traditionalist view animal
husbandry is also less intensive than in the present situation.
It must be kept in mind that it is estimated that at present
about40.000 ha of rangeland in the Barrani region is used for
grazing. This area, however, is not taken into account in the
matrix because it is not part of the Matruh region. Those 40.000
ha produce feed for 14184 EE under system AHEXR (a system which
does not require straw or other supplements),which is 6% of the
total number of EE in the populaton and government scenario.
The quantity of meat and sheep hoggets sold in the present
situation is higher than in any of the scenarios, while the
amount of goat hoggets produced is lower for the present
situation than in the government and local population view. This
is due to the increasing ratio of the output of mutton/goat meat
with increasing intensity of the animal husbandry systems. The
total meat export is three times higher in the local population
view than in the present situation. In the government view no
meat is sold abroad. In the view of the traditionalist export of
meat is 3.8 *10E6 kg, which is 61% more than is presently
exported.
It is remarkable that either very intensive or very extensive
systems are selected in the population and government view. As
explained before this is necessary to satisfy the minimum bounds
for income and employment and because the most intensive system
does not require rangeland (see Discussion).
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Table 7. Selected agricultural systems and regional balance in
physical units for the various policy views compared to the
present situation
~~---------------------------------------------------------------

GOVERNM
CROPPING ACITIVITIES
soil type 1
N1SHRB
B1A3H
B1A4H
01M2F
F1M3D
soil type 2
F2M3D
soil type 3
N3SHRB
B3A3H
B3M2NB
soil type 4
F4M3D
F4A3F
soil type 1 and 3
B.A2N
B.M2NB
soil type 1 and 2
O.A2F
O.M2F
total barley (ha)
total olive (ha)
total fig (ha)

POPULAT

TRADIT

PRESENT

2908
193
999
2950
19

49

160

260

260

6878

2133
6643

800

800

9630

800
760
9020
750
2855
85

8070

8776
2950
1079

960

ANIMAL HUSBANDRY
total number EE
241000
total rangeland
363761
range!. permanent (1) 322300
range!. run-off area (2)35958
range!. cultiv. land (3)
AHEXR
AHEXS
162169
AHCS
AHCR
AHCF1
AHIF1
AHIF2
AHIF3
79071
AHDON
1303

228173
360093
322300
32764

1109

148259
371791
322300
32137
12538
129657

9770
2940
760

226700
355100
322300
32800

152481
158700
18601
45300
22670
18522
58182
305
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Table 7, continued

RESULTS
labour (p-year)
hired labour (p-day)

GOVERNM

POPULAT

TRADIT

PRESENT

13970
13562

12960
13011

10000
5379

7918
18816

808

176
436
150

31

128

7088
34525
6400
1219

111

45348
6822
1301
14613

7198

0

6786

4600

BUYING ACTIVITIES
seeds (ton)
subsidized
free market
N fertilizer (ton)
susidized
free market
P fertilizer (ton)
concentrates (ton)
subsidized
free market
berseem (ton)
veg. waste (ton)

50

0

15
9

13380
20560
4300
1870

SALE ACTIVITIES
grain (ton)
olives (ton)
fresh
oil
figs (ton)
fresh
dried
meat (ton)
export
local
sheep hoggets (ton)
export
local
goat hoggets (ton)
export
local
wool (ton)
total meat (ton)

4600
2400

2698

2772

7568

3177

1199

463

383

153

306
9150

185
3793

316
10118

82

6350
28820
232

8127
7709
1668
1251
323
399
321
9359

INTERMEDIATE PRODUCTS
total production of
grain (ton)
14613
straw (ton)
29743
N-manure *10E3 (ton) 195
total surplus of
straw (ton)

7198
27382
253

449

total export (ton)
range shortage (ha)
buy ann.input *10E3 LE
2194
investments *10E3 LE
677
development aid *10E3 LE
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9149

3793

3676

992

1488

448

2350
40037
3080
703

Table 7, continued
subsidies *10E3 LE
mechanization *10E3 (h)
consumptive
income *10E6 LE

12
34

497
365

297
22.2

902
257

22.0

42.9

28.3

Table 8. The regional balance in LE for the optimum solution for
the three policy views and the present situation.
government I population I tradition I present
in million LE

input/output
hired labour
seeds
subsidized
free market
N-fertilizer
subsidized
free market
concentrates
subsidized
free market
berseem
veg. waste
grain
olives
oil
fresh
figs
dry
fresh
meat
export
local
sheep hoggets
export
local
goat hoggets
export
local
wool
P-fertilizer
baninp
investments
development aid
consumpt. income

0.081

0.078

0.129

0.021
0.069

6.349
0.819
0.052
-3.653

0.032

0.11

0.045

0.009

0.038

0.053
4.833
0.768
0.049
-1.799

0.008

0.990
2.878
0.520
0.075

0.002

-4.751
-5.4

-6.071

-3.22
-6.237
-3.45

-33.301

-13.979

-5.275

-2.039

-19.272
-3.127
-0.998
-0.145
0.012
2.194
0.711

-22.25

-1.683

-0.673

-0.138

-0.083

3.676

0.992

-1.149

-0.448

-42.5

-21.97
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)
)
)

)-29.92
)
)
)
)

-0.14
3.08
0.703

-28.34

5. Sensivity analysis
5.1 Introduction
The selection of the optimum solution is a direct consequence
of the definitions of the agricultural systems;
if
more
intermediate systems had been defined the solution for the
agricultural sector could have been more refined or if different
systems
with
different in- and outputs would
have
been
introduced, the optimum solution could have been different. To
define more intermediate systems, however, more accurate data are
required and as all potentially possible agricultural activies
are included in the matrix no more relevant systems have been
introduced.
Many assumptions had to be made in defining the agricultural
systems. Therefore the inputs and outputs which are likely to
have
a
strong influence on the
optimal
solutions
are
investigated.
If the selected optimal solutions for the defined
policy views are strongly affected by small changes in inputs and
outputs of the systems, which in reality have little influence,
the value of the results for regional planning is only limited.
The programming package SCICONIC offers possibilities for a
sensitivity analysis. This however was not used in this study.
The selected optimal solution is also influenced by the
prices of the defined inputs and outputs. Dried fig production,
for instance, is a system that is selected very often because of
its high profit. But what would happen if the fig price would
decrease? In reality the prices can be fluctuating (although the
Egyptian government is trying to keep prices as stable as
possible), so it is important to know what systems are selected
with different prices. If the selection of the systems in the
optimal solution is strongly affected by a small change in
prices, the results should be regarded with caution if they are
to be used for long term planning. Therefore, the linear program
was executed again with different prices, starting from the first
iteration round. In section 5.3 the effects of different prices
are discussed.
5.2

Sensitivity for straw

Straw and rangeland, resources of the region, are the major
constraints in the regional balance, as all other inputs can be
bought on the market and labour is never a limiting factor. If
straw could be substituted by another feed resource, animal
husbandry could be intensified and as a consequence employment
and income could increase. It should, however, be kept in mind
that this study deals with the possibilities of the region
itself, given its resources.
To investigate the effects of a larger availability of straw,
a new row, number 505, STSUB (STraw SUBstitute) and a new column
BSTSUB (Eying STraw SUBstitute) are introduced in the matrix, in
the following way:
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AHEXS
1
N GOALNINC
11 L NINC
505 G STSUB
510 L STRAW

7.46
37.29

AHCS

..... , etc

20.03
100.13

BSTSUB
+0.04
+0.04
-1
-1

RHS
-99000000
0
0

Through introduction of these variables 20% of the
straw
requirement of an animal husbandry system can be replaced by a
straw substitute. Straw has no price in the matrix, as it is
produced in the region itself. The straw substitute has to be
imported from outside the region. A price of 0.04 LE kg-1 is
given to the straw substitute to make this sensitivity analysis
more realistic. The price equals the price of vegetable waste, a
feed with approximately a similar nutritive value. With these
new variables the first round and the optimal solutions for the
three policy views are investigated.
In the first round, the maximum values of the three goal
variables, NINC, EMPL, EWEQ, are changed by the introduction of
the straw substitute in the following way:
- NINC can increase by 11%, to 73.3 million LE yr-1, through
intensification of animal husbandry in the region. To obtain this
value, 7.1 million kg straw substitute is purchased at a total
cost of 0.28 million LE.
- Maximum employment can only increase by 76 p-year, i.e. 0.5%.
Employment does not increase more because the only activity that
increases is animal husbandry system AHIF3, which requires very
little labour per EE.
- The maximum herd size increases by 11%, to 321432 EE.
The maximum values of NINC and EMPL in the optimal solution
for
the government view can increase,
due to the straw
substitute, with 2.1 million LE and 61 p-year respectively.
Consumptive income per family and per full time working labourer
increases to 2518 LE yr-1 and 1739 LE yr-1, respectively. When
optimizing NINC different barley systems are selected on soil
type 1. Instead of the systems B1A3H and BlA4H, only system B1A3H
is selected, the effects are summarized in Table 9. As NINC is
optimized in the selected solution and as the minimum bound on
employment is fixed at a high level, this shift is possible
because the loss of employment of 8 p-years is compensated by the
extra employment in animal husbandry of 10 p-years.
Due to this shift in barley systems, less rangeland is available,
therefore the number of EE under system AHEXS must decrease. Due
to the increase in straw production and the availability of the
straw substitute, the number of EE under system AHIF3, which does
not require rangeland, can increase. Also some EE are produced
under system AHIF2, a system requiring little rangeland per EE.
The total number of EE increases by 36879, hence income from meat
and other animal products increases.
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Table 9. The effects of introducing straw substitute in the optimal
iteration round, optimizing NINC, of the government policy view.

I
with
I
without
I straw substitute I straw substitute
INPUT/OUTPUT OF
I BlA3H(2079 ha)
BARLEY CULTIVATION!
ON SOIL TYPE 1
GRAIN (ton *10E3)
STRAW (ton *10E3)
MDTOT (p-years)
RANFR2 (ha)

2.69
7.69
475
8940

BlA3H + BlA4H (193 + 999 ha)

5.34
4.61
483
9830

ANIMAL HUSBANDRY
AHEXS
AHIF2
AHIF3
TOTAL
MDTOT

(EE-l)
(EE-l)
(EE-l)
EE
(p-years)

162175

160881
1439
115715
278036
11551

78982
241157
11542

When
optimizing EMPL in the optimal solution for the
government view, the increase in maximum employment is very small
at 61 p-year (0.4%). The only change in selected systems is an
increase in intensity of system AHIF3 with 24556 EE. This
increase is more than 20% because straw substitute allowed to be
used in system AHEXS, is allocated to system AHIF3. The number of
EE under AHEXS can not increase because this system requires
rangeland. The required amount of straw substitute is 7.35
million kg (The total straw production is 29.40 million kg).
When optimizing NINC with the straw substitute in the optimal
solution selected for the policy view of the local population
(round 8; see Table 5), NINC increases by 5.5 million LE (13%)
as a result of increased production and export of meat and other
animal products. Consumptive income per family and per full time
working labourer increases to 5063 LE yr-1 and 3735 LE yr-1
respectively. The cropping activities are identical but animal
husbandry is intensified. The number of EE under system AHEXS
decreases with 0.8%, the numbers under systems AHIF2 and AHIF3
increase with 16% and 36%, respectively. The total number of EE
increases with 23501 (10%). The quantity of straw substitute
required is 6.84 million kg. The amount of straw produced in the
region is 27.38 million kg.
When optimizing EMPL in the optimal solution selected for the
population, maximum employment increases by 490 p-years, i.e. 4%,
a result of a shift in barley cultivation to more intensive
systems.
The herd size increases with 1517 EE (0.6%) and a
slight shift occurs to the more labour and rangeland demanding
system AHEXS instead of AHIF3. System AHEXS increases slightly
slightly as more run-off area on soil type 3 is available for
rangeland.
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When optimizing NINC in the optimal solution selected for the
traditionalist (round 6; Table 6), no higher value is obtained.
Barley cultivation is not selected. As no straw is produced in
the region itself, availability of a straw substitute does not
affect the solution.
As shown in the first round,
the maximum use of traditional
systems, goal TRAD, can not increase.
When optimizing EMPL as in round 6, employment can increase
with only 15 p-years (0.1%) (the selected systems also include
barley cultivation).
A completely free availability of straw is not realistic
because transport costs would be very high for the straw
purchased from outside the region. Therefore, the introduction of
a total free availability of straw has not been investigated. The
values of straw output from the barley systems is obtained from
simulation results on barley cultivation at different water
regimes (Van de Ven, 1986). The effects of a 20% higher output of
straw from the barley systems for the optimal solutions selected
without changing the other outputs and inputs of the barley
systems, will be the same as the effects of introducing the straw
substitute as described above. The effects of decreasing the
straw output of the barley systems will result in a shift to less
intensive animal husbandry, probably some changes in barley
systems and a small decrease in consumptive income. The exact
effects have not been investigated.
The conclusions of this analysis are that with availability
of
a
straw substitute covering at maximum 20%
of
the
requirements:
- Maximum consumptive income can increase in the optimal solution
for the population and goverment view with
9.5% and 13%,
respectively. Maximum consumptive income per full time working
labourer increases to 3735 LE and 1739 LE, respectively.
-Maximum employment is hardly affected, varying from 0 to 4%.
- Rangeland and straw availability remain the constraints for
increasing the intensity of the activities in the region.
5.3 Sensitivity for labour requirements
As a high employment level is an important goal and as in
all three optimal solutions selected unemployment is still high,
the effects of small changes in labour requirement in the systems
are investigated. The sensitivity for labour requirements can be
separated in two effects:
1. The influence of labour requirements on total employment,
without a change in selected systems.
2. The influence on system selection.
ad 1. In Table 10 the demands for labour for barley
cultivation, fruit tree cultivation and animal husbandry in the
reference year and in the selected optimal solutions for the
three policy views are summarized. In all four situations most of
the employment is provided by animal husbandry. In the reference
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year and in all three optimal solutions, the most labour
demanding systems are AHCS, AHEXS, AHEXR and AHCR respectively.
Small changes in labour requirement in these four systems will
therefore have the largest effect on total employment. A decrease
or increase by 10% in the total labour requirement (MDTOT) of
systems AHEXR, AHEXS, AHCR and AHCS, without affecting the
selection of systems, would change EMPL as follows:
reference year
government view
population view
traditionalist view

+/+/+/+/-

6%
9%
8%
9%

As the estimates of the labour requirement for the animal
husbandry systems may not be very accurate (because very little
information is available; Van Duivenbooden, 1987), the results
should be considered with caution.
Changes in labour requirements of the barley cultivation
systems and the fruit tree systems will affect employment to a
smaller extent because of their lower contribution to total
employment (see Table 10).
Table 10. The demands for labour for barley cultivation, fruit
tree cultivation and animal husbandry in the reference year and
in the optimal solutions selected for the three policy views.
MDTOT in p-year
reference government population traditionalist
year
view
view
view
barley cultivation
fruit tree plantation
animal husbandry
total

959
1795
6203
7918

2077
337
11556
13970

680
1371
10925
12976

389
9611
10000

ad 2. The effects of small changes in labour requirement on
selection of the systems, depend strongly on the contribution of
the various systems to the goal employment and the other goals.
This is demonstrated in the optimal solution selected for the
population view: on soil type 1 system 01M2F is preferred to
system F1M3D because the labour requirement is higher for the
first system. The profit per ha is however higher for the second
system (Table 11).
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Table 11. Comparison of system 01M2F and FlM3D with regards
labour requirements and profit per ha.
ratio
MDTOT
cultiv.landlrun-off area p-days
01M2F
F1M3D

1 I 3.7
1 I 4.1

84.1
87.6

PROFIT
LE ha-l
1219.1
5487.6

to

MDTOT converted to
1 ha of soil
type 1 (p-days)
17.9
17.2

The larger run-off area in system F1M3D provides some additional
possibilities for labour demanding activities, but from the
results of the maximization of EMPL in round 1, it follows that
system 01M2F demands the highest labour input on soil type 1.
Increasing MDTOT of system F1M3D to 97.1 or more (87.6 *4.113.7)
would make that system the most labour demanding system on soil
type 1. On the soil types 2 and 4, the system F.M3D is the most
labour demanding and the most profitable system, thus this system
is preferred for both goals EMPL and NINC. The differences in
total labour requirement between the various fruit tree systems
on soil types 2 and 4, 02M2F, 02M20, F2A3F, F2M3F, F2M3D, F4A3F,
F4M3F and F4M3D are small (84.1, 84.1, 86.2, 88.4, 87.4, 86.2,
87.4 and 87.7 respectively). If the labour requirement for all
the fruit tree systems on soil type 2 and 4 would have the same
value, the dried fig system would still be selected, because
consumptive income is maximized. Thus, the contribution of a
system
to other goals than employment can influence
the
sensitivity to small changes in labour requirement for the
selection of the systems.
When investigating the labour requirements of the barley
systems, two groups of systems can be distinguished. The systems
using animal traction, requiring 7 to 11 person-days per ha land
(including the run-off area) and the systems using mechanical
traction, requiring 1 to 5 person-days per ha. Therefore, if only
the goal employment is maximized, small changes in labour
requirement will not cause a shift in selection from systems
using animal traction to systems using mechanical traction or
vice versa. Only a shift in selected systems within one of the
two groups may be expected. As explained for the fruit tree
systems, the sensitivity to small changes in labour requirement
depends on the contribution of the systems to other goals, and on
the minimum bounds for these goals. This <can be demonstrated by
the following examples:
The barley systems B1A3H and B1A4H are
the most labour demanding barley systems on soil type 1. Those
are the systems selected in the optimal solution for the
government view. On soil type 3, the barley systems B3A3H and
B3M2NB were selected. The first one because of its high labour
requirement, the second one because of its contribution to the
goal mechanization.
The differences in labour requirement (MDTOT) among the
animal husbandry systems are distinct, apart from the 4 current
intermediate systems (AHCF1-AHCF4). Here the matrix is not very
sensitive for small changes in MDTOT, which implies that the
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selection of animal husbandry systems is hardly influenced
small underestimations or overestimations in MDTOT.

by

5.4 Effects of absence of dried fig production
In the present situation (the reference year 1985) no dried
figs were produced in the region. Therefore, the effects
of
excluding dried fig production from the matrix were investigated.
For every dried fig production system a fresh fig production
system exists with nearly the same inputs and outputs. The labour
requirement is equal for both systems thus maximum employment
will not be affected by substitution. The systems differ only in
annual costs and therefore in profit per ha (Table 12)

Table 12. Comparison of the profit of systems F.M3F and F.M3D.
SYSTEM
F.M3F
F.M3D

PRODUCT
kg ha-l
7500
2500

PRICE
ANNUAL COSTS
LE
LE kg-1
*
*

0.75
2.25

*
*

270.7
137.4

PROFIT
LE
5354.3
5487.6

Excluding the dried fig production systems can affect maximum
consumptive income with at maximum 4040*(5487.6-5354.3)
0.539
million LE (4040 is the maximum area suitable for fruit tree
cultivation). The effect of absence of dried fig systems on the
results is thus very small, even with all dried fig systems would
be replaced by their corresponding fresh fig systems. The
introduction of dried figs might nevertheless be useful, as
diversification of production can imply a more stable economic
situation.
5.5 Effects of altered prices
As it is impossible to combine different prices for all
inputs and outputs, a choice had to be made.
The prices of the following inputs and outputs have been
varied: Olives (oil, fresh), figs (dried, fresh), meat (export,
local), concentrates, grain and seed (subsidized, free market).
To limit the number of combinations the prices are changed
per 'group' of activities, i.e. in one iteration round the prices
of both olive oil and fresh olives are changed. For the
sensitivity analysis the prices are both increased and decreased
by 20 %.
The new prices are first tested in the first round to explore
their influence on the potential value of each goal. Subsequently
the new prices have been introduced in the selected optimal
solutions for the three policy views.
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5.5.1 The first iteration round
As no minimum or maximum bounds are set for the first
round, the only goal that is expected to be influenced by the new
prices, is maximum income. The goals that are minimised will
not have a different minimum value (SUBSIDIES, AID). The results
of the first round are summarized in Table 11:
Increasing the price of olives does not change NINC; even
with higher prices for olives, fig production is more profitable
than olive production, so no olive trees are planted in the
region.
Decreasing the price of olives has no influence, as already
with the current prices no olives are planted.
When the prices of dried and fresh figs are increased by 20%,
maximum income is increasing with 3.53 million LE to 69.9 million
LE. This effect is fully accounted for by the higher price per kg
product as the selected activities or systems are indentical.
Decreasing the price of figs affects the selection of
activities. Maximum income decreases by 3.39 million LE to 63.01
million LE. Under the new price regime soil type 1 is used for
extensive barley production instead of fig production. The
available rangeland area for animal husbandry is therefore
decreasing and straw production is increasing. As a consequence
more ewe equivalents can be kept in intensive systems, producing
more wool and meat. The total number of EE increases by 25724
(13 %) to 230369 EE and export of meat increases by 20 %. The
area planted to fig trees decreases by 2079 ha, fig production
(in kg) decreases by 67% or, when expressed in LE, 74%.
Increasing the price of meat has an identical effect on
system selection as decreasing the price of figs. Only the effect
on maximum income is different; NINC increases by 17%, compared
to a decrease of 5% with the decreased fig price.
Decreasing the meat prices by 20% does not affect the
selection of activities. Maximum income decreases by 11.4 million
LE (13%), again as a result of a lower price per kg product.
Increasing the prices of grain, concentrates and seed by 20 %
only decreases maximum income by 0.62 million LE. The increase
of prices of these products partly cancels out each other because
grain is sold and seed and concentrates are bought.
The
activities selected do not change.
Decreasing the prices of grain,
concentrates and seed
increases NINC by 1.2 million LE, and again the activities
selected do not change.
5.5.2 The government
As described in Section 5.1 the effects of the new prices are
tested with the bounds as set in the selected optimal solutions
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for
14.

the three policy views.

The results are summarized in Table

Also with the prices changed all the minimum bounds or fixed
bounds can be attained. There is no effect on the selection of
systems. Decreasing meat prices by 20% changes the maximum income
to the value of 17.6 million LE. Average income per full time
labourer is then only 1259 LE, which is very low compared to the
wage of a hired labourer, i.e.l500 LE. To obtain a reasonable
income some of the bounds must be changed:
-Without affecting the prices, an increase in the maximum area
under fruit trees to 1920 ha leads to a consumptive income of
26.61 million LE, and a maximum employment of 14121 p-years. In
case of this maximum employment the minimum income was fixed on
20 million LE. With the reduced meat prices (-20%) the maximum
income is 22.09 million LE and the maximum employment is 14100 pyears. The area cultivated with barley decreases to 646 ha
(system B1A4H). The remaining part of soil type 1 is used for fig
production in system F1M3D. The total number of ewe equivalents
is decreasing by 3%, and they are kept in more intensive systems.
Even if the prices of olive oil and fresh olives are
increased by 20%, fig production is still more profitable.
As a high employment level is another important goal of the
government, it is explored whether a possibility exists to
increase the employment level with increased meat prices and a
minimum regional consumptive income of 20 million LE: With the
higher meat prices the number of ewe equivalents is lower, but
the employment level can not increase. There are some changes in
activities:
- on soil type 3 B3A3H + B3A4H instead of only B3A3H
- less donkey's
- more AHEXS, less AHIF3
- fewer ewe equivalents
5.5.3 The population
Similar to the analysis for the government view. the optimum
solution selected for the population policy view is tested for
its sensitivity to the prices of the products given in Section
5.1. Table 15 summarizes the results.
Small changes in income are the result of changing the
prices of olive and fig products. in one situation the systems
selected change: Decreasing the price of olive products affects
the choice of the production systems on soil type 1. Instead of
system 01M2F, system 01M20 is selected. With the lower prices,
olive oil production becomes more profitable than fresh olive
production because of the higher (constant) annual costs of fresh
olive production. The difference in profit per ha is however very
small ( Oil: 530*2.16 - 233.80 = 911 LE ha-l; Fresh : 2300*0.56 390.90 = 897.1 LE ha-l).
Changing the prices of meat has a very strong influence on
consumptive income but does not affect the selection of systems.
The difference is +/-8.05 million LE and is completely an effect
of the changed prices per unit product. When decreasing the meat
prices the minimum bound on income has to be decreased with 0.5
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Changing the prices of meat has a very strong influence on
consumptive income but does not affect the selection of systems.
The difference is +/-8.05 million LE and is completely an effect
of the changed prices per unit product. When decreasing the meat
prices the minimum bound on income has to be decreased with 0.5
million LE to obtain a feasible solution. An alternative could be
to loosen one of the other bounds.
Increasing
the price of grain,
concentrates and seed
decreases maximum income by 0.6 million LE; decreasing those
prices increases maximum income by 0.8 million LE. Again the
systems selected are the same.
The same conclusions as for the previous group can be drawn
(Subsection 5.5.3); A strong influence of the meat price on
regional consumptive income and no important influence of the
altered prices on the selection of the systems.
5.5.4 The traditionalist
The influence of different prices for the most important
products on the final solution in the traditionalist view is also
tested. The results are summarized in Table 16.
In the selected solution no olive trees were planted,
increasing olive prices does not change that situation.
Changing the fig prices changes the maximum income with +\(0.20 * 6.237) = 1.24 million LE. The area planted to fig trees
remains the same.
Changing the prices of grain, seed and concentrates hardly
affects maximum income, because the traditionalist does not grow
any barley and buys only a small amount of concentrates (111
ton). Maximum income changes by 0.002 million LE in either
direction.
Increasing the price of meat increases maximum income by 3.33
million LE. System selection is not affected.
When decreasing the meat price by 20%, the lower bound for
NINC has to be changed from 19.2 to below 18.63 million LE,
because no feasible solution is obtained under the defined
bounds. As the resulting regional income is rather low, it is
investigated which bounds have to be adapted to keep NINC above
19.2 million LE:
- Changing the lower bound for TRAD from 475000 to 460000 ha
increases NINC to 27.73 million LE. On soil type 1 the area under
fig trees increases to 1695 ha, with the consequence that the
total number of ewe equivalents decreases by 2844 EE (2%). A
small shift occurs from AHEXR to the less rangeland demanding
system AHCR, because the available rangeland area is less and the
number of ewe equivalents is maintained at its maximum.
- When the lower bound for employment is changed from 10000 to
9000 p-years, NINC increases by 0.71 million LE only. More ewe
equivalents are kept in system AHCR and fewer in AHEXR.
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Table 13. Effects of new prices on the maximum income and
activities for iteration round 1.
NINC
I
*10E6 LE I

effect on activities

-------------------------·----------------------------------------

less AHCR,
more total EE
less AHCR,
more total EE

Table 14. Effects of new prices on the maximum income and
activities for the selected solution for the government view.
NINC
*10E6 LE
present

22.25

olive +20%
olive -20%
fig +20%
fig -20%
meat +20%
6. meat -20%
meat -20% *

22.25
22.25
23.33
21.17
26.92
17.59
22.09

7. cone. , grain,

21.71

seed +20%
8. cone., grain,
seed -20%

22.80

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

EFFECT ON ACTIVITIES

NO CHANGES

more fig cultivation, less barley,
less total EE, more intensive AH
NO CHANGES

maximizing EMPL, NINC minimal 20 million LE
9. meat +20%
20.00
I EMPL unchanged, 14000 p-years
I B3A3H instead of B3A3H + B3A4H,less AHDON,
I more AHEXS, less AHIF3, fewer EE
**

=

TREE < 1920 ha instead of TREE
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=

960 ha

Table 15. Effects of new prices on the maximum income and
activities for the selected solution for the population view. ·
NINC
* 10E6 LE
present

42.95

olive +20%
olive -20%
fig +20%
fig -20%
meat +20%
meat -20%
cone, grain
seed +20%
8. cone, grain
seed -20%

43.90
42.05
44.17
41.74
51.00
34.90

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

EFFECT ON ACTIVITIES

01M20 instead of 01M2F

42.31
43.70

Table 16. Effects of new prices on the maximum income and
activities for the selected solution for the traditionalist view.
I
I

I
NINC
I
*10E6 LE I

I

21.97

I

olive +20%
olive -20%
fig +20%
fig -20%
meat +20%
meat -20% *
meat -20% **

21.97
21.97
23.21
20.72
25.31
18.50
27.73

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

meat -20% ***
7. cone, seed, +20%
grain
8. cone, seed, -20%
grain

19.34
21.965

I

EFFECT ON ACTIVITIES

--------------------I------------1-------------------------------

PRESENT
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

*
**
***

'more F1M3D,less N1SHRB
less AHEXR,more AHCR,less total EE
less AHEXR,more AHCR,less total EE

21.968

NINC < -18.5*10E6 LE instead of NINC< -19.2 10E6 LE
TRAD > 460000 ha instead of TRAD > 475000 ha
EMPL > 9000 p-years instead of EMPL > 10000 p-years
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5.5.5 Conclusions about the sensitivity to prices
In general it can be concluded that the final selection of
agricultural production systems is not sensitive to
price
differences of upto 20% for the most important products. As can
be expected, the price of meat has a strong influence on maximum
consumptive income.
The insensitivity of the selection of the systems to changes
in prices means that there are few alternative possibilities that
can match the defined bounds on the relevant goals. Or in other
words: even with changes in prices the selected methods of land
use are still the optimum.
It should, however, be kept in mind
that this is also a result of the formulation of the most optimal
solution for the different policy views.
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6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The aim of the present analysis is to explore the physical
possibilities of the region and to investigate the consequences
of pursuing various goals for a possible development of the
region. In this chapter, the direction of development in view of
the three policy views is summarized and an attempt is made to
formulate a compromise for development acceptable to all three
policy views.
As explained in Section 4.2, the main goal of the government
is
to
increase
employment to create
possibilities
for
agricultural settlement. With the defined production systems and
the prevailing prices, the unemployment rate can decrease from
65% in 1985 to 36% in the optimal situation. This is an
improvement, but does not provide for settlement in the region.
In this optimal solution, the other aims of the government can be
fully realized: subsidies and development aid can be maintained
at zero and area under fruit trees can be maintained at a minimum
level. With all these goals realized, consumptive income is low,
but acceptable: the income per family and per full-time labourer
is 2322 LE yr-1 and 1590 LE yr-1, respectively. To achieve this
situation some changes in activities in the region are necessary:
barley cultivation should be intensified and the total area
cultivated with barley and the area planted to fruit trees should
decrease. No olive trees are to be planted, but the area under
fig trees should increase, producing dried figs instead of fresh
figs. To realise the high employment rate, all barley cultivation
should be done with animal traction. This, however, is not likely
to be acceptable for the local population, as in 1985 already 750
ha of barley was cultivated using mechanical traction. Animal
husbandry in the region should be developed to, on one hand in
the direction of more extensive systems, demanding much labour
and few inputs, and on the other hand in the direction of very
intensive systems in which the animals are kept in feedlots, and
in which herding is absent. One of the major constraints in the
region is the quantity of straw available. If straw could be
replaced by a substitute at the price of vegetable waste,
regional income would increase by 13% (Section 5.2). The model is
sensitive to changes in the labour requirement of the extensive
systems and as the estimates used in this model are not very
acccurate,
the total employment rate calculated should be
considered with caution (Section 5.3). The regional income relies
heavely on animal husbandry. If the meat price would decrease by
20%, income could become too low. Allowing a larger area of fruit
trees in the region would increase regional consumptive income to
an acceptable ( >1500 LE p-year-1) level (Section 4.2).
Also the aims formulated for the population view can be
realized to a large extent. If a high export quota is allowed,
and the area planted to fruit trees is at its maximum, a high
income per labourer and family of 3269 and 4446 LE yr-1,
respectively can be realized. The unemployment rate in that
situation is decreased to 41%, which is still high, but much
better than the situation in the reference year 1985. The aim of
the population to increase mechanization can also be realized in
this solution.
To realize that situation some changes in
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activities are necessary.
Fruit tree production should be
mechanized completely. The area under olive trees should be
maintained at the 1985 level, but the area under fig trees should
increase. The total herd size is not much changed compared to
1985. In animal husbandry the same developments are required as
in the government view: on one hand more extensive systems, and
on the other hand more intensive systems. This was not common
practice in 1985. The economy of the region in this solution
strongly relies on the export of meat, which does not seem to be
a stable solution in the long term. Only with the high prices on
the export market, the high income can be realized. A decrease in
the meat price of 20%, decreases regional consumptive income from
40.1 to 34.9 million LE yr-1. Also employment strongly relies on
animal
husbandry.
As explained for the government
view,
inaccurate estimates of labour requirement of the extensive
systems influences total employment strongly.
The traditionalist can fully realize his aims for the
developments of the region. All cultivable land and rangeland is
used, and agricultural production is almost completely performed
in traditional systems. However, regional income and employment
that are realized under these conditions are rather low. Strong
modifications in agricultural activities, are necessary compared
to the present situation to realize these aims. The solution
seems to be not very realistic: barley cultivation and olive tree
cultivation are absent and the area planted to fig trees for
dried fig production should increase. The intensity and quantity
of animal husbandry should strongly diminish and all cultivable
land of soil types 1 and 3 is completely under
natural
vegetation.
An attempt is made to formulate a compromise for the three
policy views. In Table 15 the results are summarized. Starting
point for the compromise is an increase in the employment,
because this is the main interest of the government and a strong
interest of the local population. The interests of the two other
groups should be met as far as possible. For that purpose the
following conditions have been specified: The lower bound for
employment is set at 90% of its maximum from iteration round 1
(Section 4.1). The lower bound for regional consumptive income is
fixed at 27.3 million LE yr-1 ( At the minimum employment level
this is equivalent to 2100 LE yr-1 per full time labourer). The
lower bounds for mechanization and area under traditional systems
are 300.000 hours and 400.000 ha, respectively. In the compromise
that seems
no development aid and subsidies are allowed;
reasonable if the level of consumptive income is acceptable for
the population. The meat export quota is fixed at 2.5 million kg,
which is 6% higher than the allowed quota in the reference year.
The area under fruit trees is fixed at 1750 ha, i.e. almost half
of the area suitable for fruit trees (4040 ha) and almost twice
the minimum area (960 ha). All available rangeland and cultivable
area should be used.
As shown in Table 15, the differences between the lower
bounds and the maxima of the goals is small, indicating that the
'solution space' is restricted (see Introduction). Compared to
the situation in the reference year the following changes in
activities occur:
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1. A decrease in the area cultivated with barley, but the systems
selected are more intensive, i.e. more use of P-fertilizer, the
use of a binder and more run-off collection.
2. An increase of the area planted to fig trees. Only dried figs
are produced.
3. No production of olives.
4. Approximately the same animal density. The systems selected
are either very intensive or extensive, while in the present
situation intermediate systems of animal husbandry are practised.
The regional income that can be achieved is approximately
identical to that in the reference year when expressed per family
(2900 LE), but much lower when expressed per full time working
labourer (2100 LE). However, an income of 2100 LEper labourer is
higher than the wage of a hired labourer, i.e. 1500 LE. Regional
income can easily be increased when allowing a higher export
quota. The agricultural labour force declined drastically during
the last 15 years due to emigration and finding more rewarding
jobs in, among others, the tourist industry. A higher income is
necessary to keep labour in the agricultural sector (Van de Ven,
1986).
A striking result of the analysis is the selection of very
extensive and very intensive sytems for animal husbandry. In the
present situation intermediate systems are prevailing in the
region.
If we assume that no big mistakes are made in the
definition of the intermediate systems, f.i. a too unfavourable
(too high) ratio of input and output, this must be a consequence
of the maximization of the conflicting goals NINC and EMPL. The
consequences of this selection for preservation and degradation
of the region should be considered very carefully as f.i. areas
of very intensive husbandry might be a starting point from which
erosion commences.
This compromise is much more realistic than each of the
separate
solutions
for the policy
views.
Probably
the
traditionalist will not be satisfied with this solution as the
cropping activities are intensified and animal husbandry is
partly intensified. In the view of the population, the income
might not be high enough, but on the other hand their aim to
increase mechanization is satisfied. The export quota allowed and
the area under fruit trees are two strong instruments to
influence regional consumptive income.
The overal conclusions for developing the region,
when
satisfying the goals of the population and the government and to
a smaller extent, the goals of the traditionalist, are:
- that barley cultivation has to be intensified; for reasons of
employment opportunities it is not advisable to mechanise all
barley
cultivation.
- that fig production should be preferred to olive cultivation.
- that keeping animals under intensive systems in feedlots should
be practiced.
that the interest of the traditionalist group is conflicting
with the interests of the government and the local population.
- that an increase in agricultural activities alone, offers
no possibilities for settlement in the Matruh region.
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The results presented here demonstrate the possibilities of
the method and provide some indication of the potentials for the
agricultural sector in the Matruh region. It should be realized
that many assumptions have been made and therefore the results of
this analysis should be considered with caution. Social factors
have not been taken into account in this study as it is difficult
to express social factors in quantitative terms. But this method
can be used to increase the insight in the situation and provide
policy makers a strong basis for making decisions in developing
the region.
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Table 15. The results of the iteration round
compromise for the three policy views.

BOUNDS
I
NINC>27.3
I NINC (LE)
EMPL>12960
I EMPL (p-year)
I
TRAD>400
(ha)
I TRAD
MECH>300
I MECH (h)
EXP=2.5*10E6 kg I
I
SUBS=O
I
I
AID=O
I
URAN=O
I
ULAN=373700 hal
EWEQ>95600 EE I
TREE=1750 ha

NINC
10E6 LE

EMPL
p-year

28.3
27.3'
27.3'
27.3'

12960'
13249
12960'
12960'

for

a

TRAD
10E2 ha
400'
400'
406
400'

possible

MECH
10E3 h
300'
300'
300'
358

FOR THE MAXIMIZED GOALS
SELECTED SYSTEMS
in ha or EE

EMPL

NINC

TRAD

MECH

---------------------------------------------------------------738
736
736
736

B1M4PB
01M2F
01M20
F1M3D

678

690

690

F2M3D

131

260

260

260

1111
740
885

1898

376

4671

3686
548

1421
2617
800

N3SHRB
B3A2N
B3A3H
B3A4H
B3M3PB
B3M4PB

11
690

751

832
2590

F4M3D

800

800

800

AHEXR
AHEXS
AHIF3
ARDON

165649
33557
212

163722
64219
200

165296
50222
107

4161
1738
11
199

7032
1750

5720
1750

4775
1750

228

216

206

TOTAL
TOTAL
TOTAL
TOTAL

BARLEY
FIG
OLIVE
EWEQ *10E3
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2774
162104
40828
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APPENDIX 1
CHANGES IN THE MATRIX (FILE LPSTR.DAT)
1. Intermediate animal husbandry systems defined.
2. Prices for dried figs and fresh figs changed in respectively
2.25 and 0.75 LE kg-1 (old prices were 0.90 and 0.30 LE kg-1)
3. Names for rows 400, 420, 430, 440, 460 changed (soil type 1-5)
4. Name of row 700 changed: MAXHIRE into HIRETOT
5. Name of column AID changed into DEVAID
6. New goals defined:
21 GOALULAN used land, ha
22 GOALURAN used rangeland, ha
with the rows :
23 ULAN used land, ha
24 URAN used rangeland, ha
7. Changes in:
row 6
extensive wordt traditional
row 5
use wordt purchase
row 16 EXT wordt TRAD
8. Correction of calculations:
01M2F MD TOT
84.10 ( was 82.80)
MDNOV
20.40 ( was 30.40)
01M2D MDTOT
84.10 ( was 82.80)
02M2F MDTOT
84.10 ( was 82.80)
02M2D MDTOT
84.10 ( was 82.80)
9. Correction :
B1A3P SDSUB = 20.0 ( was 0.20)
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-----------------------------------------------------------------~~-------------------------------------------------------2nd char.
3rd char.
4th. char
5th char.
6th char.
system
soil type
energy source
water regime
weeding/ product
harvesting method
code

1st char.
crop

----------------------------------------------------------------~~---------------------------------------------------------

only shrub

N.SHRB

250 mm (2)~ no weeding (N)

B.A2N

""-...no weeding (N)

B.A3N

300 mm (3)~hand weeding (H)

B.A3H

"herbicide (P)

B.A.3P

no weeding (N)

450 mm

B.A4N

(4~band weeding (Hl

B.A4H

herbicide (P)

Barley (B)

B.A4P

selfbinder (B)
50 mm ( 2 > - n o weeding (N)<combine (C)

~no

weeding ( N ) < selfbinder (B)

( 3"
) /"

---.._ combine

Mechanical traction (Ml \

(4)

"'d

~

~

0

()

<

----se

herbicide (P)

Q)

Olives

(0)

1:'\l

X

H

0

zf%1

-<

~olive

oil (0)

~
.

B.M3NB

lfbinder <B>

B.M3PB
B.M3PC
B.M4NB
B.M4NC
B.M4PB
B.M4PC
O.A2F
O.A20

fresh olives (F)
250 mm ( 2 ) " '
- - - olive oil (0)
Mechanical traction (l1)/

O.M20

olives (F)

O.MIF

,,

~irrigated (!'~fresh

olive oil (0)
Figs (F)

(C)

~combine (C)

Animal traction ( A ) - - - 250 mm (l~ fresh olives (F)

p..
p.,

<

(B)

selfbinder (B)
no weeding (N)~
---.._ combine (C)

450 mm

g
.....

~ selfbinder

B.M2NC

B.M.3NC

.
comb>.ne
( cl

herbicide (P)

B.M2NB

Animal

traction (A) ---300 mm (3) _fresh figs

Mechanical traction

(M)~300

mm (3)---- dried figs

O.M2F

O.MIO
F.A3F
F.M3F
F.M3D

co

ll1

